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>>   Hello,   and   welcome   to   physicaltherapy.com.   My   name   is   Jessica   Lewis,   and   I   will   be  

your   moderator.   Today's   session   will   be   myofascial   interventions   part   2,   update   2020,  

roller   massage   and   floss   band.   Part   three   will   be   on   the   13th.   I   know   many   of   you   have  

been   in   the   classroom   before   but   I   would   like   to   review   the   procedures   in   the   classroom.  

I   want   to   ensure   that   everyone   can   view   the   slides   and   hear   my   voice.   This   is   your  

official   visual   and   audio   technical   check.   There   are   three   ways   to   contact   us   if   you   are  

having   any   difficulties   during   today's   course,   call   us   at   the   number   on   your   screen,  

866-782-6258,   or   email   us   at   customerservice@physicaltherapy.   com   or   type   your  

technical   questions   in   the   Q   &   A   below   the   PowerPoint   today.   Place   your   cursor   in   the  

open   text   field,   type   your   problem   or   issue   and   hit   "enter."   To   earn   CE   U's   you   need   to  

be   logged   in   for   the   entire   presentation.   

 

To   access   the   exam   following   the   presentation   wait   about   15   minutes   for   our   attendance  

reports   to   clear,   then   log   in   to   physicaltherapy.com   and   access   your   personal   account.  

All   participants   must   earn   an   80%   or   high   other   the   ten-question   multiple   choice   exam   to  

earn   CEUs.   You   must   take   the   exam   within   the   next   seven   days.   If   you   have   not  

downloaded   the   handout   it   is   available   in   the   handout   pod   below   the   presenter's   image.  

Place   your   cursor   over   the   download,   then   click   on   the   download   file   button.   

 

Our   presenter   today   is   Dr.   Scott   Cheatham,   associate   professor   at   California.   He   is   the  

owner   of   sports   medicine   alliance,   he   received   his   doctor   of   physical   therapy   and   doctor  

of   philosophy   in   physical   therapy,   a   board   certified   orthopedic   physical   therapist   and  

certified   athletic   trainer   and   holds   several   fitness   certifications.   Dr.   Cheatham   is   a  

national   presenter   for   various   organizations   and   has   authored   over   100   peer-reviewed  

publications,   textbook   chapters   and   home   study   courses.   He   is   the   coeditor   and  

contributing   author   of   the   textbook   titled   orthopedic   management   of   the   hip   and   pelvis.  

Dr.   Cheatham's   professional   responsibilities   include   being   an   associate   editor   for   the  
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NSCS   strength   and   conditioning   journal,   and   a   manuscript   reviewer   for   peer-reviewed  

journals.   He   is   an   education   and   research   consultant   for   various   health   and   fitness  

organizations.   Thank   you   so   much   for   returning   to   physicaltherapy.com,   Dr.   Cheatham.  

At   this   time   I'm   turning   the   microphone   over   to   you.   >>   Okay.   Hi.   Can   everyone   hear   me  

now?   I   think   we   got   a   tech   issue   completed.   >>   Hi.   Okay.   Just   one   second.   Sorry   about  

that.   I   just   had   to   pause   recording.   I'm   going   to   go   ahead   and   unpause   it,   and   I'll   let   you  

know   when   we're   good   to   go   in   the   presenter/host   chat.   Okay?   >>   All   right.   Perfect.  

Okay,   everybody,   sorry   about   that,   we   had   a   little   technical   difficulty.   

 

Happy   Friday,   welcome   to   part   2   in   this   series.   You   know,   I   think   in   part   1   we   talked  

about   --   you   know,   we   talked   about   some   of   the   popular   myofascial   interventions   if   you  

guys   remember.   If   you   attended   we   talked   about   IASTM   and   popular   mechanical  

percussion   devices.   This   week   or   part   2   we're   going   to   dive   deeper   into   roller   massage  

or   foam   rolling   and   the   new   floss   bands,   okay?   So   as   you   know,   roller   massage   or   foam  

rolling   is   probably   perhaps   the   most   popular   myofascial   intervention   that   most   of   us,   you  

know,   clinicians   and   fitness   professionals   actually   use   so   we're   going   to   dive   deeper   into  

that,   and   also,   too,   I   don't   know   if   you   guys   heard   this   but   there   are   new   bands   called  

floss   bands.   

 

They   came   out   a   few   years   ago   more   from   the   cross   fit   community.   We're   going   to   look  

at   some   of   the   latest   research   on   that.   So   today   we're   going   to   continue   our   journey  

through   all   these   myofascial   interventions,   and   so   let's   kind   of   move   forward,   and   we'll  

kind   of   talk   about   disclosures.   Obviously   for   this   I   was   able   to   use   a   lot   of   the   Implus   or  

trigger   point   and   RockTape   products   and   videos,   so   they   allowed   me   to   use   it   but   just   as  

a   disclosure,   some   of   the   research   I've   done   with   them   has   been   independent,   I   do  

research   with   other   companies   and   stuff   it's   just   they   allowed   me   to   use   their   content  

which   was   very   generous,   and   so   as   I   share   this   with   you   guys,   just   remember   that,   you  

know,   there's   a   lot   of   great   products   out   there,   and   there's   not   one   that's   superior.   As  

professionals   I   encourage   everybody   to   try   to   find   the   best   product   for   your   patients   and  
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yourself.   And   so   that's   where   it's   coming   from   so   there's   not   one   proprietary.   I   use   a   lot  

with   my   own   IASTM.   As   you   know,   I   don't   know   everything,   we're   learning   every   day.   I'm  

going   to   share   what   I've   learned,   too,   with   these   two   topics,   okay,   roller   massage   and  

floss   bands.   So   we   basically,   with   this   talk   today,   we   have   three   primary   outcomes,   is  

that   I   want   to   go   back   and   kind   of   recap   of   what   we   covered   during   the   first   week,   right,  

or   during   the   first   segment.   And   you   guys   know   we   were   trying   to   look   at   the   myofascial  

system   in   a   different   way   and   also   how   the   myofascial   interventions   affect   the  

myofascial   tissues,   okay?   

 

And   we   presented   two   current   scientific   theories   of   what   yourself,   right?   A   local  

mechanical   effect   and   some   type   of   neurophysiological.   So   basically   in   short,   if   you   can  

press   or   push   the   myofascia,   you're   going   to   get   some   response,   okay?   Also,   too,   we  

want   to   talk   about   just   different   practice   patterns,   right,   for   the   roller   massage   and  

flossing,   and   also   we   want   to   kind   of   recap   some   of   the   indications   and  

contraindications   that   go   along   with   this.   And   so   those   are   kind   of   our   primary  

outcomes,   and   just   to   give   you   guys   a   blueprint   we're   going   to   talk   with   roller   massage  

first.   

 

And   as   you   guys   know,   too,   I   think   gosh   there's   over   200   studies   now   so   I'm   not   going   to  

put   everyone   to   sleep.   There   are   going   to   be   some   slides   that   are   very   dense   with   the  

research   but   because   we're   doing   a   two-hour   talk   and   it's   evidence-based   I'm   trying   to  

at   least   give   you   a   quick   bullet   point   of   the   latest   research   but   we're   going   to   talk   about   it  

like   clinician   to   clinician,   does   that   make   sense?   I'm   not   going   to   go   too   deep,   my   group  

and   I   have   done   about   22   studies   on   foam   rolling,   we've   discovered   some   pretty   neat  

things   that   we're   going   to   share,   okay,   and   again   we'll   try   to   go   pretty   easy   on   that   topic,  

not   too   heavy,   and   then   about   halfway   through   we'll   take   our   one-minute   stretch   break  

so   we   can   kind   of   get   up   and   move.   The   last   half   we're   going   to   cover   floss   bands,   not  

too   huge   of   a   subject   because   the   flossing   bands   are   new   because   of   the   research   and  

application   clinically.   Then   at   the   very   end   we   will   leave   some   questions,   you   know,   time  
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for   questions   and   answers   but   I'm   also   going   to   go   over   the   main   questions   for   the   quiz  

so   we   can   make   sure   that   everyone   understands   the   material.   So   we're   going   to   make  

sure   we   cover   that   during   part   2,   okay?   All   right.   Let's   get   going.   All   right.   So   we   talked  

about   --   I   kind   of   talked   about   the   disclaimer   that   we   got   permissions   for   everything.   I  

always   take   an   eclectic   approach   to   everything,   and   I   try   to   use   the   best   that's   for   my  

patients   as   a   clinician.   Okay.   So   when   we   talked   about   --   so   module   I   of   today   was  

really   looking   at   the   scientific   theories.   And   one   of   the   main   questions   clinicians   ask,  

and   if   you   were   here   last   week,   we   talked   a   lot   about   it,   we   were   more   in-depth,   and   one  

of   the   questions   is,   well,   what   is   --   what's   the   science   behind   it?   

 

And   we're   always   trying   to   figure   that   out,   and   we're   trying   to   connect.   Well,   if   we   look   at  

the   slide   here,   which   I   call   the   myofascial   intervention   soup   bowl   where   we   see   so   many  

theories   behind,   you   know,   behind   what   occurs   when   you   compress   the   myofascia.   If   it's  

a   tool,   your   elbow   or   whatever.   But   unfortunately   all   these   scientific   theories   cannot   be  

observed   typically   clinically,   right?   So   it's   not   to   talk   about   all   these   fantastic   theories  

and   McIcal   and   neurophysiological,   and   --   mechanical   and   neurophysiological.   But   it  

comes   down   to   range   of   motion,   tissue   stiffness   or   density,   right,   increased   function,  

okay,   decreased   pain,   you   know.   So   we   boil   all   this   heavy   science   down   to   a   set   of  

outcome   measures   that   are   observable,   documentable,   right,   and   they   also   are   good   --  

that   are   defensible.   

 

So   we   have   to   make   sure   that   even   though   we're   in   the   science   and   stuff,   we   have   to  

kind   of   --   we   have   to   kind   of   get   our   heads   out   of   this   heavy   science   as   practitioners   and  

doctors   and   clinicians   and   just   keep   it   simple   and   say,   okay,   I   can   press   the   myofascia,  

right.   Then   I   get   an   afferent   response   to   my   brain,   and   my   brain   simply   responds,   okay?  

So   two   questions   I   want   to   pose   to   the   group,   okay?   Now,   if   you   guys   are   writing   notes  

and   stuff   like   that,   you   may   want   to   kind   of   write   down,   you   know,   along   the   way   or   just   a  

couple   of   notes.   Well,   one   of   the   first   things   that   I   always   think   about   when   I   prescribe,  

right,   a   myofascial   intervention   is   number   one   is   how   can   I   open   up   another   neuromotor  
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window   or   door,   right?   How   can   I   open   up   something   by   doing   it.   There's   got   to   be   a  

purpose   to   your   guy's   myofascial   interventions   because   they're   so   easy   to   do.   You   can  

just   put   the   person   --   put   the   patient   in   the   corner   with   the   tech   or   the   aide   and   have  

them   roll,   okay?   So   it's   pretty   amazing   to   see   how   many   times   that,   you   know,   we   take  

all   these   continuing   education   courses,   right,   and   we   dig   deep,   and   we   can   quote   all  

this,   and   we   can   quote   Schlep   and   myofascial   researchers,   and   once   we   get   to   the  

clinic   we   lose   all   that   and   the   client   just   rolls,   right?   It's   that   simple.   So   we   want   to   look  

at   a   --   we   want   to   bridge   the   gap   between   research   and   practice,   right?   

 

And   that's   the   thing.   Number   one,   check   with   every   patient,   say,   okay,   how   can   I   use   my  

myofascial   intervention   to   open   up   those   neuromotor   window.   Then   the   second   question  

is   where   do   these   fit   into   your   treatment   strategy,   into   your   treatment   paradigm   because  

as   we   look   at   the   research   with,   like,   foam   rolling   there   are   some   suggestions   on  

sequencing.   Like   what   is   the   optimal   sequence   for   that?   And   we'll   talk   about   that.   So,  

you   know,   so   I   think   one   of   our   best   tools   as   far   as   myofascial   interventions   is   going   to  

be   all   those   rollers,   right?  

 

Because   they're   so   easy   to   use,   they're   portable,   your   clients   and   take   them   home   and  

stuff   like   that   but   there   needs   to   be   a   purpose   behind   it.   And   I   think   if   you   apply   a   clinical  

relevant   purpose   that   makes   the   treatment   way   more   meaningful,   right,   than   trying   to  

quote   the   science   and   say,   well,   when   I   roll   I   rehydrate   the   tissue,   you   know,   I   break   up  

all   this   scar   tissue   and   all   that.   Sure,   we   understand   all   that,   and   to   me   that's   kind   of   like  

basic   science.   It's   like   we   don't   need   to   tell   our   patients   all   these   big   anatomy   words,  

right?   They're   with   us   for   a   purpose.   So   I   think   it's   good   to   understand   the   science   but  

also   we   need   to   start   getting,   in   my   opinion,   a   little   more   practical   with   these  

interventions,   right   and   get   down   to   earth   and   say   where   does   it   fit   into   my   strategy,  

okay?   And   also   how   can   I   open   up   another   window   or   a   door   to   get   them   better,   okay?  

So   those   are   kind   of   the   big   questions   I   want   to   talk   about.   Well,   as   we   talked   about   last  

week   or   during   our   first   segment   of   this   series,   we   boiled   it   down   to   two   theories,   and  
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let's   just   do   a   quick   review   for   some   of   the   participants   who   just   came   in   for   this   class.  

Well,   the   thought   is,   is   whatever   tool   you   use,   right,   whatever   tool   or   device   you   use,  

mechanical   compression   stimulates   locally,   obviously,   because   you're   moving   the  

tissue.   So   you   are   going   to   get   local   blood   flow   changes.   You're   going   to   get   some  

thixotropy   which   is   the   myofascia   starts   to   kind   of   warm   up   and   goes   from   almost   like   a  

stick   of   butter   to   more   fluid.   You're   going   to   promote   cellular   responses,   sure.   In   my  

opinion   as   you   guys   know   too   if   it's   postoperative   and   the   scar   tissue's   just   forming,   sure  

we've   all   felt   things   kind   of   break   up   which   is   perceived   scar   tissue   breakup.   We   know  

there   are   trigger   points   that   can   be   released   so   we   take   a   lot   of   this   from   our   manual  

myofascial   release   which   is   both   indirect   and   direct.   

 

But   remember   if   you're   going   to   use   a   myofascial   compression   tool,   that's   direct,   right?  

So   you're   just   rolling,   you're   compressing,   you're   scraping,   you're   stretching   the   tissue.  

So   whenever   the   mechanoreceptors   in   the   skin   get   pressed,   pulled,   vibrated,  

compressed,   they're   going   to   send   signals.   And   depending   on   your   speed,   how   deep  

you   push,   the   angle,   that's   going   to   stimulate   a   particular   mechanoreceptor,   and   it's  

going   to   send   a   specific   signal   to   the   brain,   okay?   So   --   and   that's   the   main   question  

we're   trying   to   understand.  

 

And   if   you   guys   looked   at   some   of   my   research   last   week   or   last   segment,   we   were  

trying   to   --   we   were   trying   to   isolate   like   the   Pacinian   corpuscle.   If   you   do   a   light  

scraping   of   the   skin,   right,   with   a   tool   or   whatever   or   even   with   a   softer   foam   roller,   can  

you   stimulate   changes?   And   yes   it   did   does.   So   again   whenever   you   compress   the  

tissue   you   get   a   local   mechanical   effect   but   also   too   you   get   this   local   and   global  

neurophysiological   effect,   okay?   And   the   neurophysiological   effect   is   when   you're  

compressing   the   tissue,   you   have   so   much   information   going   up   to   your   brain   through  

the   afferent   and   spinal   cord   pathways,   also   input   from   the   GTO,   the   spindle,   you   have  

the   free   nerve   endings,   all   this   information   coming   into   the   brain.   Well,   we're   seeing   in  

some   of   the   studies   and   stuff   that   you   can   roll   out,   you   know,   you   can   roll   out   one  
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segment   of   the   body,   but   also   get   changes   through   the   whole   kinetic   chain   of   the   body,  

okay?   Even   in   one   study   we   did,   we   rolled   the   agonist   and   saw   less   strain   on   the  

ipsilateral.   We   affirmed   there's   a   cross-over   effect   and   reciprocal   inhibition.   We'll   talk  

more   about   it   but   if   we   look   at   our   myofascial   interventions   as   kind   of   two   basic   scientific  

theories,   that   should   help   guide   our   exercise   programming,   our   exercise   prescription,  

whatever   we   want   to   do,   that's   going   to   help.   Now,   the   key   thing   and   the   million   dollar  

question   especially   with   roller   massage   is,   you   know,   the   exercise   parameters   or   what  

we   actually   do.   Well,   there's   a   thought,   though,   too,   and   we'll   talk   about   it   that   there's  

about   like   a   two-minute   cutoff.   For   some   reason   through   the   research   if   you   kind   of   see  

it   there's   a   very   common   trend   through   the   research,   is   that   if   you   roll   more   than   two  

minutes,   it   seems   like   somehow   the   parasympathetic   nervous   system   kicks   on,   okay?  

So   one   of   the   questions,   hint-hint,   that   could   be   from   the   quiz   is   that   the   best   duration  

might   be   two   minutes   or   less.   

 

Okay?   And   I   think   that   that's   a   big   thing   right   off   the   bat   because   as   we   go   through  

these   slides   and   stuff   you'll   see   we're   going   to   be   talking   a   lot   about   the   correlation   and  

stuff.   So   here's   kind   of   a   summary.   If   we   look   at   the   table   here   on   the   slide   going  

clockwise,   it's   pretty   simple.   Compress,   stimulate   to   the   CNS,   the   CNS   processes   the  

signal,   efferent   response,   you   see   decreased   pain,   decreased   stiffness   in   the  

myofascia,   it's   softer   when   you   massage   and   then   some   type   of   functional   changes.   It  

could   be   performance,   it   could   be,   you   know,   a   more   smoother   overhead   squat,   you  

know,   better   gait,   it   could   be   all   those   parameters   but   this   is   what's   being   reported   at  

least   in   the   literature   and   clinically.   So   again   we   have   a   lot   of   things   that   are   blending  

but   again,   we   always   got   to   go   back   to   where   does   the   myofascial   intervention   fit   into  

my   strategy,   okay?   And   I   know   a   lot   of   us   are   in   busy   clinics   and   stuff.   I   ran   a   huge  

clinic,   lots   of   physical   therapists,   occupational   therapists,   acupuncture   a   lot   for   years  

and   realized   the   constraints   of   the   clinic   so   foam   rolling   can   be   efficient   but   you   need   to  

take   a   step   forward   and   sequence   it   properly,   okay?   I   think   that's   the   take-home   here,  

okay?   So   again,   we   can   see   the   summary   slide,   I'm   going   to   move   on   from   this   a   little  
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bit   but   if   some   of   you   who   just   came   in   today   if   you   weren't   able   to   watch   session   one,  

please   go   back   and   look   because   we   dig   a   little   bit   deeper   into   the   pain   modulation,  

local   effects   and   global   effects.   So   that's   a   summary   just   for   sake   of   time   today.   So   as  

we   kind   of   look   here   now   we   can   see   how   we're   kind   of   going   around.   We   first   talked  

about   IASTM,   Hyperice   Hypervolt.   Now   roller   massage   and   floss   bands.   Now   we're  

going   to   move   forward   and   so   let's   kind   of   finish   up   with   the   bottom   line   is   we   talked  

about   the   two   kind   of   theories,   right,   mechanical,   neurophysiological.   But   also,   too,  

based   on   the   evidence,   all   the   myofascial   interventions,   including   RM   would   be   roller  

massage,   and   floss   bands,   they   might   not   release   myofascia,   break   up   adhesions   or  

promote   tissue   healing.   

 

We   talk   about   myofascial   release   but   what   is   being   released?   That's   something   that   the  

science   is   starting   to   suggest   that   does   not   occur,   okay?   It   may   not.   So   just   something  

to   think   about.   Okay.   So   now   as   we   move   forward   to   roller   massage,   when   we   look   at  

the   nomenclature   or   the   research,   gosh,   when   you   go   on   PubMed   and   you   type   in   foam  

rolling   or   roller   massage,   you   get   all   these   terms   come   up.   So   we   got   roller   massage,  

myofascial   rolling,   self-myofascial   release   which   is   probably   one   of   the   most   widely  

used   terms,   self-massage,   self-roller   massage   and   foam   rolling,   and   I'm   sure   you   guys  

within   your   scope   and   circles   you   can   probably   add   more   to   this   list.   

 

So   we   have   this   wide   variations   but   it's   important   to   understand,   though,   that   the   term  

self   myofascial   release   doesn't   correlate   with   the   science.   Because,   you   know,   what   are  

we   talking   about?   We   talking   about   a   psychological   release   that   you   feel   better?   I   don't  

know   about   you   guys   but   when   I   roll   on   the   foam   roller   I   do   not   feel   a   release,   it   does  

not   feel   good   sometimes.   And   so   we   --   you   know   so   the   last   couple   of   years   ever   since  

2018   my   research   group   and   stuff,   we   tried   to   change   the   name   to   roller   massage,  

which   to   me   at   least   in   my   personal   perspective,   is   a   broad   term   that   represents   all   the  

different   rollers   on   the   market.   Okay?   Because   if   you   think   about   it,   most   of   the   rollers  

have   plastic,   like   a   plastic   inner   tube,   but   then   outside   is   that   EVA   foam,   okay?   So   it's  
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not   necessarily   a   foam   roller   anymore,   right?   You   also   have   roller   sticks,   you   have   the  

different   balls,   you   have   the   vibrating   rollers.   So   the   market   is   exploding   but  

unfortunately   the   term   self-myofascial   release   can   also   get   insurance   companies   mixed  

up.   So   I   actually   had   an   issue   when   I   was   billing   insurance.   When   I   put   the   code   for   self  

myofascial   release   foam   rolling   I   was   getting   rejected   by   this   one   insurance   company   for  

this   one   patient.   So   I   thought   it   was   very   interesting   just   to   kind   of   look   at   that   and   say,  

wow,   you   know,   they're   mixing   up   the   name.   So   I   had   to   send   them   actually   some  

research   studies   and   say   no   self   myofascial   release   is   not   manual   myofascial   release.   

 

So   I   think   it's   --   so   I   think   it's   interesting   to   kind   of   look   at   that,   right,   and   to   kind   of   --   to  

kind   of   think   about   how   one   name   can   represent   different   things.   And   so   I   think   we   need  

to   better   description.   And   this   is   what   we   proposed.   I   think   it   was   a   2018-2019   clinical  

commentary   in   international   journal   of   sports   physical   therapy.   It's   online   if   you   guys  

wanted   to   get   nerdy   or   whatever.   But   we   said   roller   massage   is   a   self-assisted   massage  

to   stimulate   the   skin,   myofascial   muscles,   tendons   by   direct   compression.   We   wanted   to  

try   and   have   a   working   definition   so   when   researchers   do   research   it's   not   going   to   be  

mixed   up,   okay?   

 

And   we   can   actually   see   that,   too,   if   you   guys   think   about   that.   We   saw   that   a   lot   with   --  

remember   last   segment,   if   some   of   you   guys   who   were   there,   we   saw   that   a   lot   with   the  

IASTM.   Remember   how   we   talked   about   there's   over   30   studies   that   use   the   term  

Grastin   but   they   only   scraped   the   tissue.   They   should   say   that   they   used   the   Grastin  

tools.   We're   in   the   same   pickle   with   self   myofascial   release.   We   have   to   kind   of   use  

representative   terms   just   to   make   it   clear   for   the   client   and   also   for   the   skills   that   we've  

learned   because   I   know   manual   myofascial   release   is   a   very   skilled   intervention   using  

direct   and   indirect   techniques.   Again   just   some   thoughts   on   that.   I   wanted   to   spend   a  

little   time   on   that.   Seems   like   everyone's   using   foam   rollers,   right?   Yeah.   There's   a   good  

worldwide   survey   put   out   every   year   by   ACSM.   I   think   it's   great.   You   know,   foam   rolling  

has   been   one   of   the   top,   you   know,   roller   massage,   foam   rolling,   you   know,   all   the  
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different   ones.   We're   just   going   to   use   the   term   RM.   RM   has   been,   you   know,   voted  

among   health   and   fitness   professionals   three   years   running   so   we   can   see   that   it   is   very  

popular.   But   what   happens   is   this   is   where   we   fall   into   the   cavity   of   rehab   interventions,  

right?   We   know   that   --   we   know   that,   you   know,   RM   is   so   popular,   but   I   call   it   the  

Pandora's   box   where   there's   no   consensus   on   education,   the   optimal   type   of   roller,  

exercise   prescription   and   the   science.   We're   still   lacking   that   with   RM   despite   the  

200-plus   studies.   And   to   me   that's   what's   kind   of   amazing.   We   have   so   many   studies   on  

it   but   they're   short-term,   small   sample   sizes.   We   understand   though   that   this   disconnect  

between   the   popularity   and   the   sciences   has   led   to   a   gap,   right?   And   so   we   see   that  

most   professionals   are   kind   of   doing   their   own   preferred   program   besides   following  

some   type   of   practice-based   evidence   or   evidence-based   medicine,   okay?   So   we   see  

that.   

 

And   so   that's   the   issue   because   we   want   to   make   sure   that   we   back   everything   up   with  

science   as   we   can,   but   it's   not   always   true   with   some   of   these   newer   interventions.   So  

one   thing   we   got   to   go   back   to   is   clinical   standards   and   professional   practices.   Well,   we  

put   out   --   my   group   and   I,   we   put   out   a   commentary   like   we   talked   about,   and   as   you  

can   see   here,   this   is   just   a   quick   summary,   we   concede,   though,   that   in   the   research,  

you   know,   roller   massage   is   used   for   a   warmup,   post-exercise   recovery,   increasing  

range   of   motion,   as   well   as   decreasing   pain,   okay?   

 

So   we   can   see,   though,   that   those   are   the   big   four   right   there,   okay?   Also,   too,   we   can  

see   that   a   lot   of   --   you   know,   we   can   see   that   a   lot   of   clinicians   use   the   NPRS,   VAK   and  

objective   measures.   And   we   have   the   standard   precautions   and   stuff.   That   follows   along  

with   the   research.   Now,   unfortunately,   when   it   comes   to   precautions   and   the   next   slide  

here,   you   know,   precautions   into   like   everyone   contraindications   and   stuff   like   that,   most  

of   the   myofascial   interventions   follow   the   therapeutic   massage   research.   Again,   it's  

basically   a   list   of   the   most   common   medical   issues,   psychological   issues   or   whatever  

that   could   affect   it.   So   for   you   guys   you   just   need   to   understand   that   sometimes   in   your  
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practice   you're   going   to   see   a   list   of   precautions   that   are   huge   but   it   may   not   apply   to  

you.   So   again,   unfortunately   there's   really   no   concrete   research   on   specific   precautions  

and   contraindications   except   for,   like,   the   most   obvious   ones,   right,   and   we'll   kind   of   talk  

about   that   here   in   a   little   bit,   okay?   So   one   thing   that   we   talked   about   and   one   thing  

we've   done   is   we   wanted   to   find   some   type   of   fool   as   we   talk   about   clinical   guidelines   to  

help,   you   know,   progress   clients.   Well,   we   did   a   study,   and   we   found   that   the   numeric  

pain   rating   scale   was   a   great   tool   to   progress   your   clients   through   the   soft,   medium   and  

hard   density   rollers,   okay   or   even   the   rollers   with   the   different   surfaces,   remember   that,  

the   smooth   versus   the   uneven   versus   the   knobbies   and   the   spikes.   We   found   that   was  

very   helpful   when   we   did   a   study.   

 

When   we   looked   back   here   at   clinical   standards,   we're   seeing   that   the   indications,  

assessment   and   precautions   are   pretty   standard   along   with   the   other   myofascial  

interventions,   okay?   And   that   we're   recommending   just   our   group,   and   we   did   a   study  

on   it   looking   at   the   numeric   pain   rating   scale   and   found   it   was   a   good,   easy   scale,  

ordinal   scale   to   chart   it.   

 

Your   client   if   they   choose   to   get   their   own   roller,   you   can   say   look   when   you   roll   on   the  

roller   I   want   you   to   be   five   or   less   pain   or   discomfort   or   whatever   you   want.   It's   a   great  

way   to   use   a   valid   scale   --   you   know   the   utility   of   the   NRS,   it's   everywhere,   right?   It's   a  

good   tool   to   use   to   guide   your   clients.   And   we'll   talk   about   it   in   a   second   but   one   of   the  

things   is   is   that   I'm   actually   on   a   legal   case   as   an   expert   for   somebody   who   used   a   roller  

massager   on   somebody   who   was   on   blood   thinners,   and   as   you   guys   could   probably   tell  

it   didn't   work   out   very   well,   right?   So   there   were   some   issues   with   that.   So   again,   we're  

starting   to   see   that   the   foam   rollers   are   used   so   much   but   we're   starting   to   see   some  

litigation   out   there   on   these   rollers   being   used   improperly   or   the   precautions   and  

contraindications   are   not   focus   --   you   know,   they're   not   clear.   The   patient   basically   is   not  

cleared,   that's   what   I'm   trying   to   say.   One   of   the   ways   you   can   do   that   is   use   the   NPRS,  

whatever   you   want   to   call   it,   to   use   it   as   a   documentable   way   to   progress   it.   I   do   that   in  
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my   practice,   and   I   find   that's   very   good   because,   you   know,   a   lot   of   our   clients   feel   that  

the   no   pain   no   gain   is   still   valid.   But   not   with   the   myofascia,   right?   Not   with   the  

myofascia,   and   we'll   see   that.   When   we   look   here,   contraindications,   I   think   the  

standards   are   there.   The   one   legal   case   that   I   was   on   that   I   was   kind   of   bringing   up  

that's   relevant   to   this   was   that   they   used   a   roller   massage   stick.   And   they   were   going  

too   deep   on   a   person   who   was   blood   thinners,   and   they   broke   a   lot   of   vessels   and  

capillaries,   and   the   person   ended   up   having   severe   bleeding   in   the   lower   extremity   after  

the   treatments,   and   they   had   to   go   to   the   hospital   and   get   some   medications,   obviously,  

to   stop   the   bleeding   because   of   the   thin   blood.   

 

So   that   became   a   legal   issue.   And   so   that's   probably   one   of   the   first   cases   that   I've  

seen,   and   that   came   out   of   Arizona,   that   was   settled   very   quickly   but   it   made   me   think  

as   a   clinician,   we   need   to   make   sure   that   we   clear   our   clients,   right,   but   we   also   need   to  

make   sure   that   we   use   some   type   of   documentable   progression.   And   I   think   that's   good  

because   a   lot   of   times   we   just   grab   the   foam   roller   and   they   lay   on   it.   It's   going   to   work,  

it's   compressing   the   myofascia   but   you   need   to   be   careful.   One   more   thing,   then   we'll  

move   on.   One   of   the   hot   things   that   was   going   around   social   media   and   the   whole   social  

media   last   year   was   do   not   roll   on   the   lumbar   spine.   Remember   that?   Yeah,   that's   a   big  

thing.   To   me   as   an   orthopedic   PT,   AT   and   all   that,   pretty   obvious,   right?   

 

You   know.   So   I   think   --   it's   kind   of   like   taking   one   of   those   massage   guns   and   going   over  

your   face   or   your   neck.   Yeah   it's   kind   of   a   no-brainer   but,   yeah,   the   lumbar   spine   is   --  

you   know   it's   there   for   a   purpose,   right,   and   there's   a   lot   of   --   you   know   there   are   some  

bony   areas   back   there.   Really   when   you're   foam   rolling   and   stuff   like   that,   trying   to,   you  

know,   trying   to   go,   you   know,   trying   to   go   over   areas   or   bones   may   not   be   the   best  

choice.   And   I   know   there's   actually   one   fitness   company   that   believes   in   rolling   over   the  

muscle   itself   and   part   of   the   bone.   So   again,   there's   just   different   theories.   And   to   me,   I  

don't   want   to   become   a   risk   in   my   practice   to   try   and   do   that.   So   I   kind   of   stick   to   the   soft  

tissue   itself,   and   again,   everyone   has   their   choices,   and   I   respect   their   practice   and   their  
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knowledge.   But   for   me,   I   like   to   stick   to   the   myofascia.   I   like   to   use   the   NRS   to   guide  

people   through.   I   like   to   start   soft   and   work   up   to   the   more   harder   rigid   density   rollers  

and   just   kind   of   take   it   easy.   So   I   think   that   that's   one   of   the   best   take-homes   for   this  

section   that   we're   talking   about   right   now   as   far   as   standards   and   stuff.   But   remember,  

though,   too,   the   list   of   indications   and   contraindications   and   precautions   that   we   talk  

about,   those   are   all   great   in   print   but   you   guys   as   professionals   need   to   develop   your  

own,   right?   Obviously.   So   whatever   clientele   you're   seeing,   that's   going   to   determine,  

you   know,   your   general   idea   but   also   every   patient   or   client   has   their   own   unique  

indications,   precautions   and   contraindications.   

 

So   just   kind   of   a   little   thought   there.   So   again,   you   know,   we   can   see   that   the   RM  

indications   and   the   precautions   and   stuff,   they're   all   really   based   upon   existing   research  

or   the   precautions   and   contraindications   are   based   on   related   myofascial   therapeutic  

massage   research.   Professional   practice   patterns   do   not   always   follow   the   research,  

and   we   have   to   remember   that.   And   so   when   we   kind   of   move   forward   in   our   talk,   one  

thing   that's   important,   too,   and   we   looked   at   this   with   all   the   other   tools,   what's   the  

anatomy   or   the   architecture   of   the   tools?   Well,   it   sounds   kind   of   funny   but   when   we   look  

at   pictures,   we   want   to   kind   of   appreciate,   you   know,   where   the   foam   roller   started.   

 

If   you   guys   remember,   remember   we   had   the   white   conjugated   foam   roller   made   of  

foam   in   the   '90s   and   2000s   when   people   started   using   them   more   and   more.   Well,  

companies   like,   you   know,   like   trigger   point   or   OTPT,   these   bigger   companies   came   out  

with   different   rollers   and   stuff   like   that.   Well   when   you   look   at   the   anatomy   or  

architecture   of   a   typical   foam   roller,   the   material,   the   outside   is   called   the   ethylene,   EVA  

foam   roll.   That's   a   hypoallergenic.   One   of   the   forgotten   tools   that   aren't   disinfected   are  

the   foam   rollers.   It's   important   because   so   many   people   share   it   and   so   many   people,  

right,   so   many   people   can   touch   and   share   the   touch   of   the   skin   on   the   roller.   So   don't  

forget   to   have   your   techs   or   even   yourself   clean   those   devices   on   a   regular   basis.   And   I  

put   a   segment   in   here   because   especially   with   the   COVID-19,   and   now   we're   becoming  
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more   cognizant   of   stuff   this   is   probably   one   of   the   most   shared   tools   that   I've   seen   in  

gyms   and   clinics,   et   cetera.   So   even   though   the   EVA   outer   foam   is   hypoallergenic   and  

can   be   cleaned   it   can   still   --   you   know   we   don't   know   the   viral   load   on   it   so   we   want   to  

be   careful   there.   Also   we   have   to   remember   there   are   smooth   and   multilevel   patterns.  

The   structure   is   almost   like   PVC   pipe   in   the   middle,   it   can   be   solid   or   hollow,   some  

vibrate,   some   don't.   The   roller   sticks   are   going   to   be   the   same.   We're   going   to   move  

down.   The   rollers   here,   same   thing,   most   are   like   EVA   dense,   they   have   either   a   plastic  

PVC   or   metal   bar   in   the   middle   with   handles,   they   vary   from   12   to   18   inches,   whatever,  

whatever   you   do.   Then   obviously   you   have   the   new   roller   balls,   right?   

 

These   are   becoming   more   popular,   and   you   have   ones   that   vibrate,   ones   that   are  

smooth,   ones   that   are   dense,   ones   that   are   soft.   So   this   is   a   huge,   booming   industry.  

But   what   we're   going   to   see,   though,   and   I   want   to   kind   of   give   you   guys   a   teaser   is   the  

nervous   system   is   so   sensitive   it   doesn't   matter   if   you   use   a   soft,   right,   soft,   hard,   or  

medium   roller   or   sorry,   soft,   medium   or   hard   roller   they   all   stimulate   the   same,   and   we'll  

talk   about   that.   I   think   that's   interesting   to   understand   as   we   look   into   the   devices,   okay?  

All   right.   So   then   as   we   move   forward   though   what   are   the   current   recommendations   for  

hygiene?   

 

We're   going   to   go   back   to   what   we   covered   in   obviously   segment   one   that   applies   to   all  

the   myofascial   tools   is   that   when   we're   disinfecting   the   roller,   in   my   opinion,   and   I   still,   in  

my   concierge   practice   I   still   have   a   gym,   and   I   share   some   space   with   some   other  

professionals   and   stuff.   Those   rollers   need   to   be   --   we're   cleaning,   right?   We   have   a  

couple   of   essential   patients   we're   seeing   right   now,   and   we're   cleaning   them   a   couple   of  

times   a   day   if   they   use   them.   Using   an   intermediate-level   disinfectant   to   clean   surfaces,  

isopropyl   alcohol,   80%   or   higher   seems   to   clean   most.   Lysol   and   Clorox   wipes   seem   to  

qualify   for   the   intermediate   level,   okay?   So   basically   what   we   kind   of   propose   is  

obviously   wash   your   hands,   wear   some   type   of   PPE   if   you   need   to,   right,   gloves   or   if  

you're   using   a   cleaner,   cover   your   face   so   you   don't   get   high   from   the   smell,   right?   Then  
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obviously   you   clean   your   surface   but   also   respect   the   wet   time.   The   disinfectant   needs  

to   stay   on   the   surface   to   kill   the   bugs,   okay?   Believe   it   or   not,   when   I   did   a   blog   for  

another   national   academy   of   sports   medicine,   I   did   a   blog   for   fitness   --   fit   pros   a   couple  

of   weeks   ago,   and   I   went   back   to   all   this   information,   and   I'm   reminded   even   using   the  

wipes,   four   minutes,   you   guys,   disinfectant,   yeah,   four   minutes.   So   a   lot   of   times   when  

we're   in   the   clinic,   we're   busy,   we   wipe   and   we   move   on.   Sometimes,   though,   your   techs  

or   your   aides   or   even   yourself   you   got   to   spray   down   that   one   table   and   let   it   sit   there   for  

a   while.   It's   a   concept   that   we   kind   of   in   my   opinion,   even   me,   we   kind   of   forget   because  

we're   in   a   hurry   and   stuff   like   that.   

 

That's   important.   If   you're   doing   the   foam   rollers   right   before   lunchtime,   spray   them  

down,   leave   it,   let   dry,   okay?   Another   thing,   too,   I   had   this   happen   with   one   patient   a  

long   time   ago   with   me.   I   had   the   disinfectant   and   using   some   of   the   more   powerful  

clinical   wipes.   But   they   were   on   a   foam   roller   and   somehow   their   skin   got   irritated.   I  

don't   know   if   it   was   something   with   the   foam   roller,   we   got   rid   of   it   but   one   of   the  

recommendations   is   once   the   disinfectant   dries   you   may   need   to   wipe   down   the   roller  

with   soap   and   water   just   to   get   the   disinfectant   off   of   it   because   sometimes   if   the  

disinfectant   requires   you   to   wear   gloves,   then   the   person's   skin's   going   to   be   right   on  

that,   okay?   

 

Now,   I   know   this   sounds   like   kind   of   like   review   but   it's   so   true,   though,   right?   It's   little  

things   we   got   to   think   about   now,   okay?   So   again,   in   summary,   bottom   line,   you   know,  

you   got   to   have   the   cleaning   procedures   even   for   the   rollers.   We   forget   about   that.   Okay  

they're   in   the   corner,   the   aide   takes   them,   you're   working   with   other   people,   we   forget  

that,   you   know,   germs   can   be   transmitted,   okay?   Use   your   intermediate   disinfectants,  

follow   the   recommended   wet   times,   huge,   and   always   wear   proper   PPE   if   you   need   to.  

Again,   just   some   thoughts,   okay?   All   right.   So   let's   talk   about   practice   patterns   really  

quick.   Here's   where   we   get   into   the   denser   slides.   I'm   going   to   talk   to   you   guys   as  

clinician,   we're   not   going   to   get   too   much   into   the   heavy   numbers.   Basically   about   two  
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years   ago   we   got   tired   at   least   my   group,   you   can   see   all   the   people   there,   and   I   have  

others   in   my   research   group,   we   got   tired   of   just   all   the   studies   replicating   the   same  

thing.   Foam   rolling,   roller   massage,   increases   range   of   motion.   Okay,   great.   What   else  

are   we   doing,   right?   Like   what   else?   What   are   common   questions?   So   we   threw   out   a  

survey,   some   of   you   guys   attending   may   have   taken   it.   We   surveyed   --   we   got   1,042  

responses,   completed   surveys   which   to   me   is   pretty   awesome.   So   we   had   a   nice,  

eclectic   group   of   ATs,   physical   therapists   and   fit   pros,   I   surveyed   friends   at   equinox.   It  

was   pretty   cool.   Once   we   did   that,   I   don't   think   the   highlights   are   showing   up   so   I'm  

going   to   take   the   green   arrow   and   quickly   kind   of   go   through   this.   We're   going   to   see   a  

diversity   obviously   of   practice   settings,   years.   

 

But   we're   starting   to   see,   though,   too,   that   a   lot   of   the   beliefs   are   what   is   in   the   research,  

which   is   great.   And   I'm   just   going   to   kind   of   move   forward   into   it,   is   that   the   majority   of  

the   responses   believed   that   rolling,   right,   let's   call   it   rolling   or   roller   massage   increased  

mobility,   range   of   motion   and   decreased   pain.   Well,   that's   pretty   consistent   with   the  

research,   okay?   Also,   too,   and   we   look   at   beliefs,   the   majority   of   respondents   felt   that  

the   moderate   density   worked   the   most   which   is   interesting,   compared   to   the   hard  

density.   As   clinicians   we   believe   that   but   most   of   my   patients   feel   the   no   pain   no   gain   is  

it,   right?   So   that's   one   of   the   first   beliefs.   Then   as   we   move   forward   I'm   going   to   kind   of  

move   forward.   

 

The   most   widely   used   rollers,   obviously,   the   foam   roller   which   is   the   most   portable   and  

then   the   roller   massage   sticks   okay,   and   then   the   massage   ball.   So   we're   seeing   an  

equal   representation   but   by   far   the   foam   roller   is   the   most.   Now,   remember,   as   you  

looked   through   the   PowerPoint   any   question   with   an   asterisk   means   we   wanted   the  

respondents,   all   thousand-plus,   to   --   they   can   click   as   many   as   they   want.   So   which  

ones   did   they   use   most   often,   as   you   guys   can   see,   not   just   pick   one   and   that's   all   you  

got,   okay?   So   that's   kind   of   bringing   it   into   context.   So   then   as   we   go   down,   we   can   see  

a   same   trend.   Foam   roller,   most   professionals   recommend   foam   --   you   know,   the   foam  
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roller   to   their   clients   followed   by   the   massage   ball   or   roller   stick,   right,   pretty   close   and   a  

lot   of   them   use   that   full   size   still.   I   thought   that   was   interesting.   Then   a   lot   of   them   went  

to   basically   generic   websites.   Amazon,   it's   our   life   right   now   at   least   for   me.   I   think   I  

have   more   Amazon   boxes   coming   than   I've   ever   had   in   my   lifetime.   I'm   sure   you   guys  

are   the   same   way.   That's   from   there.   As   we   go   through   though   now   we   got   our  

highlighted   here,   we   can   see   reasons   for   choosing   it.   Well,   most   --   most   of   the  

clinicians,   as   you   guys   can   look   here   between   physical   therapists,   athletic   trainers   and  

fit   pros,   most   professionals   use   it   to   treat   injuries   or   as   a   warmup   pre   and   post,   that's  

where   the   two-minute   came   in.   I   think   that's   interesting.   Then   from   here   we   can   see   that  

as   you   can   see,   this   is   what   I'm   talking   about   as   far   as   trends,   we   can   see   that   there's   a  

diversity   in   the   time   prescribed   for   rolling   but   if   we   look   here   we   got   that   30-second   to  

two-minute   range.   Do   you   see   that?   

 

Less   than   two   minutes.   So   we   can   see,   though,   that   the   practice   patterns   among  

professionals   at   least   in   this   one   survey   is   correlating   with   things,   okay?   As   we   move  

here,   too,   we   can   see   the   total   time   prescribed,   most   clinicians   are   really   just   doing  

about   anywhere   between   three   to   ten   minutes.   And   then   when   it   comes   to   the   speed   or  

the   cadence   we   can   see   that   most   of   them   just   tell   the   person   to   roll.   They   don't   really  

have   a   specific   prescriptive   cadence.   

 

Again   we   can   see,   too,   do   they   ever   progress   the   client?   This   is   where   I   got   some  

surprising   data.   And   again   this   is   2018-2019   so   it's   not   too   far   back.   But   most   clinicians,  

PTs,   athletic   trainers,   fit   pros,   right,   the   majority   of   them   either   never   do   it   or   sometimes.  

Okay?   So   again   we   see   this   diversity   of   stuff.   Okay?   And   then   we   got   a   little   bit   of   an  

issue   here   with   the   slide,   but   again,   we   can   just   kind   of   see   here,   too,   when   we   talk  

about   progressing   them   through   the   densities,   never.   And   measures,   the   same   three,  

joint   range   of   motion,   okay,   patient-related   outcomes,   back,   movement   based   testing  

and   obviously   pain.   Those   are   the   big   things   we're   seeing.   We're   also   seeing,   too,   that  

most   of   the   rolling   prescribed   is   on   a   daily   basis.   And   everyone   likes   to   teach   them   live.  
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Again   we   can   see   from   this,   you   know,   we   can   just   kind   of   see   from   that   survey   that   yes,  

you   know,   practice   patterns,   you   know,   practice   patterns   are   similar   when   it   comes   to  

things,   but   when   it   gets   down   to   the   clinic   and   it   gets   down   to   the   type   of   roller   used,  

when   it   comes   to   the   exact   time   period   and   stuff   like   that,   there   is   some   variation.   So   we  

have   a   little   bit   of   a   correlation   between   what   professionals   are   doing   like   kind   of   the  

thought   process   behind   rolling   but   it's   not   always   perfect.   So   there   still   is   a   gap   between  

the   evidence   and   what   we're   seeing   because   there   hasn't   been   any   concrete   data   on  

people   with   injuries.   Okay?   So   if   you   guys   are   writing   notes   that's   an   important   point.  

Probably   most   of   the   research,   except   for   a   few   studies,   are   on   healthy   individuals.  

Huge   limitation,   okay,   even   my   research   is,   okay?   

 

So   again,   number   one,   foam   rolling   RM   research,   short   term,   immediate   effects,   and  

they're   done   on   healthy   people.   So   again,   two   big   points   that   are   major   limitations.   So  

that's   why   when   I   come   across   and   talking   to   you   guys   as   a   clinician,   that's   where   we  

see   that   there's   a   divergence   in   the   practice   patterns,   right?   Because   remember,   a   lot   of  

people   in   the   survey   said   that   they   were   going   to   be   using   roller   massage   to   treat   an  

injury.   But,   wait,   the   majority,   almost   all   of   the   research   is   on   healthy   individuals.   So   the  

translation   between   healthy   to   injured   is   not   there   yet,   okay?   So   that's   one   thing   I  

wanted   to   get   you   guys   to   kind   of   key   in   with   this   topic,   because   that's   important   as   we  

talk   about   the   research   now,   okay?   

 

So   that   leads   into   our   next   segment   which   is   what   does   the   research   body   say.   We're  

always   going   to   go   by   our   levels   of   evidence.   One,   obviously   you   got   the   big   guns,   right,  

level   1   all   the   way   to   level   5   which   is   uncle   Louie's   advice   to   you,   right?   So   we   have   the  

levels,   and   so   you'll   see   these   kind   of   fun   characters   here   through   that   just   to   kind   of   let  

you   guys   know   the   evidence   according   to   what   --   you   know,   kind   of   what   I   think   as   a  

clinician   and   all   that.   When   we   talk   about   literature   reviews   we   talk   about   systematic  

reviews.   There's   been   a   lot   done,   you   guys,   okay?   The   systematic   reviews   cover   the  

research   from   2000   all   the   way   up   to   2020.   And   you   can   see   2015   we   started   having   a  
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lot   of   research.   We   put   out   a   systematic   review   then.   Then   we've   had   a   couple   more  

since   then.   Well,   the   systematic   reviews   as   you   guys   know,   they're   based   off   of   a   clinical  

question,   okay?   And   if   the   clinical   question's   very   narrow   the   systematic   review   is   going  

to   yield   narrow   results.   If   the   systematic   review   is   very   broad   it's   going   to   yield   very  

broad   results.   So,   you   know,   but   what's   interesting   about   all   these   studies   that   you   guys  

see   on   the   slide,   2015   to   2020,   they   did   use   different   clinical   questions   but   the   majority  

of   them   came   up   to   the   same   thing,   mixed   methods   equals   mixed   results,   okay?   

 

There   is   moderate   evidence   for   pain   modulation   and   recovery,   okay,   but   the   problem   is,  

as   you   know   and   what   we   kind   of   talked   about   is   a   lot   of   the   researchers   are   using  

different   types   of   rollers,   different   manufacturers,   different   methodology   which   is  

common   in   research   but   there's   no   consensus,   right?   And   so   that's   where   the   issue  

comes   in.   I   mean,   we   have   good   systematic   reviews,   and   some   of   the   systematic  

reviews   have   shown   a   good   effect   size.   I   have   a   couple   of   studies   where   we   used   a  

control   group   which   strengthens   the   evidence   and   stuff   like   that.   There's   a   lot   of   mixture  

out   there   but   for   the   most   part   we   know   roller   massage   works   but   the   systematic  

reviews   are   telling   us   that   we   need   to   get   more   linear,   more   of   a   consensus   with   the  

research   as   we   move   into   studying   people   with   injuries.   Because   that   has   not   been  

done,   okay?   

 

There's   only   a   couple   studies   out   like   on   fibromyalgia.   But   we   haven't   covered   our  

typical   musculoskeletal   stuff.   As   we   look   at   clinical   studies,   some   of   the   slides   in   the  

slide   deck   here   are   a   little   bit   dense.   But   again,   I   was   trying   to   be   evidence-based   and  

just   kind   of   help   you   guys   understand   the   big   picture,   okay?   Let's   kind   of   talk   about   it.  

Well,   you   know,   so   these   slides   give   you   guys   the   last   three   years   of   research,   basically.  

I   was   trying   to   give   you   guys   an   idea   of   the   huge   amount   of   research   that's   coming   out  

among   all   these   different   subjects,   and   then   let's   get   through   this   section,   and   then   I'm  

going   to   kind   of   put   it   together   in   a   really   nice   digestible   package.   Does   that   sound  

good?   Okay.   First   of   all   we   see   that   a   lot   of   studies   ever   since   2018,   Killen   started  
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looking   at   things   for   2020,   muscle   activation,   movements.   Most   of   these   studies  

including   ours   in   2018   seeing   that   if   you   roll   on   one   leg   it   affects   the   other.   There's   a  

clear   cross-over   effect.   Pressure   pain   threshold/trigger   points   is   the   next   bullet   point  

down.   With   pressure   pain   threshold   and   trigger   points   we   can   see   that   even   ourselves  

we   looked,   yes,   we   had   positive   outcomes,   okay?   Pain   measures/inhibition,   same   thing,  

we   validated   the   NPRS.   Others   looked   at   the   age   reflex   and   found   that   decreased   after  

rolling.   We're   seeing   a   lot   of   positive   effects   with   rolling   when   it   comes   to   activation,   pain  

modulation,   okay,   pain   inhibition   and   also   too   we've   had   a   couple   of   studies   look   at   roller  

force,   okay,   and   we'll   talk   about   roller   density   soon   but   even   when   we   looked   at   it   and  

Grabow   looked   at   it,   we   found   that   even   a   soft,   medium   or   dense   roller   creates   the  

same   outcomes,   the   same   observable   outcomes.   

 

So   we're   thinking   that   pain   perception   is   obviously   going   to   be   our   most   --   our   best   way  

to   kind   of   gauge   with   our   patients.   It's   the   patient's   subject   of   pain   that's   actually   being  

felt   during   the   roller   but   the   nervous   system   is   so   sensitive,   any   type   of   pressure's   going  

to   stimulate   a   response,   okay?   And   that   supports   our   NPRS   because   we're   looking   at  

pain   perception.   Okay?   Now,   other   studies   looked   at   treatment   times.   Again,   we're  

seeing   that   with   treatment   times   the   longer   you   go,   the   more   relaxed   your   body   gets,  

okay?   We   also   look   at   range   of   motion   and   muscle   performance.   As   you   guys   can   see  

these   are   just   some   of   the   studies.   

 

A   ton   of   researchers   looked   at   range   of   motion,   and   yes   the   roller   helps   relax   the   tissues  

the   whole   neuromyofascia   and   you   can   see   a   post-rolling   range   of   motion.   Some   looked  

at   cardio   respiratory   vascular   responses.   They   found   these   some   blood   flow   changes.  

Some   researchers   looked   at   temperature   change   which   is   kind   of   an   indirect   and   also  

done   doppler.   Again   they've   seen   that.   Cadence,   they   found   that   the   nervous   system's  

so   sensitive   it   doesn't   matter   how   fast   the   roller   goes   you'll   still   get   the   information   to  

your   brain.   Then   when   we   talk   about   movement-based   testing   we're   seeing   more   global  

effects   for   that,   okay?   And   so   Momteiro   is   a   really   good   researcher,   comes   out   of   some  
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of   our   European   colleagues.   He   did   a   study   where   he   looked   at   the   overhead   squat   like  

with   the   FMS.   He   rolled   out   and   demonstrated   on   video   complete   changes.   He   did   a  

good   job   showing,   hey,   look   there's   this   more   global   response   to   rolling   which   makes  

sense,   you   know,   just   makes   sense   to   us.   Here's   some   of   the   more   cooler   questions   be  

talked   about.   Vibration   versus   non-vibration,   yes,   vibration   works,   we   understand   that  

the   vibrating   roller   is   going   to   have   better   effects   for   range   of   motion,   pain,   et   cetera.  

Also,   too,   RM   and   recovery,   Rey   and   Laffayee   did   studies,   past   studies   that   looked   at  

foam   rolling   as   recovery,   and   many   studies   have   shown   that   rolling   after   strenuous  

exercise   has   an   effect   on,   you   know,   kind   of   mitigating   those   decrements.   So   it's   used  

well   as   a   recovery   tool.   

 

Also,   too,   there's   been   one   study   by   Pablos,   very   interesting   that   came   out   this   year  

finding   there's   some   type   of   immune   response   spike   that   occurs   after   rolling.   It's  

preliminary   but   they   didn't   say   okay   you   increase   your   white   blood   cells   or   whatever   but  

it   was   interesting   to   see   they're   starting   to   look   at   this   greater   neuroendocrine   response  

that   we   see   with   a   lot   of   the   interventions   that   we   do.   Then   also   to   give   you   guys   a  

balanced   look   we've   also   had   other   researchers   find   that   there's   negative   effects.   And   I  

think   that   that's   fair   because   I   wouldn't   expect   every   --   every   foam   --   you   know,   roller  

massage,   foam   roller   research   to   come   out   with   these   great   effects.   

 

So   even   Grabow   and   Murray,   both   two   good   researchers,   great   groups,   they   found  

negative   effects   in   some   of   their   populations.   Again,   the   majority   of   the   research   is  

supporting,   you   know,   the   big   four,   right,   range   of   motion   changes,   less   tissue   stiffness,  

right,   decreased   pain   and   better   function   or   movement   efficiency,   right?   We're   seeing  

the   big   four   from   roller   massage   but   there's   also   some   studies   that   help   balance   it   out  

and   say   you   know   what,   you   know,   maybe   it   could   be   their   methods   or   it   could   be  

different   but   it   may   not   work   with   everybody,   and   I   think   that   that's   fair.   I   wanted   to   give  

everyone   kind   of   a   balanced   view   on   that.   Also   too   there's   been   a   lot   of   studies   that  

have   combined   interventions,   okay?   And   we   can   see   here   too   that   RM   with   static   and  
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dynamic   stretching   is   really   good.   And   so   I   want   to   --   if   you   guys   are   writing   notes   I   want  

to   take   a   second   to   kind   of   tell   you   what's   kind   of   in   the   sports   performance   world   and  

stuff   like   that   is,   where   it's   kind   of   leading   to   is   the   whole   kind   of   static   dynamic   warmup  

there's   that   big   debate.   Well,   a   lot   of   professionals   clinically   are   --   if   they're   going   to   be  

warming   up   their   athletes   or   a   team   they   may   do   a   general   warmup,   run   a   couple   of   laps  

to   kind   of   get   the   body,   you   know,   up-regulate   the   nervous   system,   kind   of   get   the   body  

prepared.   Then   they   may   roll   out   for   less   than   30   seconds   on   each   muscle   group   just   to  

stimulate   the   tissue.   Then   they   move   into   dynamics,   then   they   move   into   their  

sport-specific   drills,   then   they   do   their   competition,   okay?   

 

So   general   warmup,   short   bouts   of   rolling,   okay,   okay,   short   bouts   of   rolling,   dynamics,  

general   dynamics,   then   sports-specific.   So   those   are   the   four   steps   that   I've   been  

seeing   as   I   interface   with   professionals   all   around   the   country   and   how   they're   applying  

that,   okay?   So   we're   starting   to   see   some   combined   treatments   coming   on   the   research.  

Even,   you   know,   flossing   bands,   we'll   look   at   that.   Guillot   et   al.,   they're   a   good   group,   I  

talked   to   them,   they're   starting   to   look   at   other   things   and   RM   and   TENS   trying   to  

combine   interventions   to   do   the   multimodal   program   that   is   superior   to   a   single   mode   for  

most   people.   

 

So   again   we   got   to   go   back   to   the   question.   Which   of   the   RM   research   --   I   just   gave   you  

a   huge,   huge,   you   know,   a   huge,   huge   chunk   to   chew   on   with   all   that   research.   Which  

research   supports   the   current   theories,   mechanical   and   neurophysiological?   I   tried   to  

narrow   it   down   for   the   group   here   where   it's   pretty   straightforward.   These   studies   go  

back   to   2015,   2017,   some   2018   and   some   2019   but   these   are   the   studies   that   really  

showed   the   local   mechanical   and   the   global   --   well   the   local   and   global  

neurophysiological   effects.   And   so   these   are   the   ones   that,   you   know,   we   did   a   couple   in  

'17   with   my   group,   but   Aboodarda   is   an   awesome   researcher,   and   he's   come   up   with  

some   really   cool   theories,   and   I   tell   ya,   man,   I   joke   and   say   plagiarism   is   the   highest  

form   of   flattery,   right?   I'm   kidding.   Of   but   I   have   quoted   that   guy,   cited   him   and   used   him  
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in   a   lot   of   my   stuff.   David   Bem   out   of   Canada   has   done   a   lot   of   work   on   stretching.  

There   are   a   lot   of   groups   with   Monteir0   and   Aboodarda.   Looking   at   the   effects   and   stuff,  

pull   up   this   2015   study   it's   online   that   looks   at   roller   massage   of   the   foot.   He   gives   a   lot  

of   the   scientific   theories.   That's   a   great   one   for   you   guys.   So   this   slide   here,   54,   gives  

you   guys   a   summary   of,   in   my   opinion,   the   support   for   the   two   scientific   theories,   okay?  

So   we'll   move   on   from   that,   from   there,   and   we'll   talk   about   what   we've   learned   in   just  

one   second.   But   now   that   we're   halfway   through   so   I   need   everyone   to   stand   up,   yep,  

let's   take   our   30-second   stretch.   So   I   want   you   to   put   your   arms   above   your   head   if   you  

can,   yep,   stretch   and   do   an   overhead   squat   for   me.   I   know   it's   been   a   while.   Some   of  

you   have   injuries,   be   careful.   I   probably   know   a   few   good   fitness   sports   medicine   health  

care   professionals   in   the   group.   

 

And   do   a   squat.   I'm   squatting   right   now,   you   can   hear   me,   I'm   stiff,   I've   been   sitting   in  

the   chair.   Squat,   stretch,   give   me   five   more.   Yep,   do   it   on   your   own.   I   can't   see   you   guys  

but   I'm   envisioning   everybody   is   getting   up   moving   around,   an   overhead   squat,  

stretching,   taking   a   deep   breath.   Remember,   movement   can't   occur   without   the  

diaphragm,   we   got   to   breathe.   Everyone   take   a   deep   breath,   arms   above   your   head   and  

let   it   out   and   just   kind   of   stretch,   do   whatever   you   need,   get   that   thoracic   spine   to   go   into  

extension.   Open   up   the   chest.   Good.   All   right.   Let's   go   to   round   2.   Sound   good?   Okay.   A  

little   rest   break   there.   All   right.   

 

Okay.   So   what   we   learned,   well,   the   last   20   years   of   research,   right?   Simple   slide.  

That's   what   I   thought   for   you   guys.   Education,   all   modes   work,   live   is   preferred.   Roller  

types,   we   find   that   the   multilevel   surface   tends   to   be   the   best.   We'll   talk   about   the  

research   for   that.   Okay?   Also   amount   of   force.   We   can   see   the   body   weight   is   the   most  

practical.   We   understand   too   that   the   speed   of   the   rolling   doesn't   really   matter   because  

the   nervous   system   is   picking   it   up.   When   we   talk   about   rolling   time,   we   talk   about   less  

than   two   minutes   per   muscle   group   okay.   That's   going   to   be   a   question   on   the   test,  

okay,   as   well   as   the   two   scientific   theories.   Again   I'll   do   that   at   the   very   end.   We're  
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suggesting   because   of   the   psychological   effects,   you   know,   the   pain   perception   that  

using   the   NPRS   is   probably   one   of   your   best   tools   to   just   document   just   to   kind   of  

protect   yourself.   And   protect   the   client,   you   know,   very   important.   Joint   motion,   we  

understand   too,   and   we'll   show   you   in   a   little   bit   active   motion   is   better   than   the   leg  

straight.   We   understand   there's   a   cross-over   and   reciprocal   effect.   Also,   too,   every  

gender   preference,   orientation   whatever   you   want   to   call   it   all   feel   the   same   amount   of  

pain.   So   we   did   a   study   on   looking   at   the   biological   sexes   for   men   and   women,   and   we  

also   looked   at   inexperience   versus   experienced   individuals,   and   we   found   that   everyone  

hurts   the   same.   Those   foam   rollers   hurt.   And   then   also   when   we   talk   about  

assessments   we   have   our   big   four,   right,   that   we've   talked   about,   right?   Range   of  

motion,   pain,   movement-based   testing   and   performance   and   subjective   stuff   so   we  

talked   about   those   there.   

 

So   again,   this   gives   you   guys   a   hopefully,   you   know,   again,   within   two   hours   I'm   trying   to  

give   you   guys   a   summary   of   over   200   studies.   So   hopefully   this   section   gives   you   guys  

a   little   bit   of   an   idea   of   what's   going   on.   Okay.   So   let's   talk   about   some   specific   studies.  

We   did   a   --   you   know,   my   group   we   try   to   answer   more   the   practical   questions.   I   got  

tired   of   doing   things   and   reading   research   that   wasn't   clinically   relevant   in   my   opinion   so  

we   looked   at   a   couple   of   things.   2018   study,   very   simple,   we   looked   at   three   different  

density   type   rollers,   okay,   hard,   medium   soft   we   randomized   them,   a   two-minute   video  

and   the   right   quadriceps.   

 

Pain,   knee   range   of   motion.   Here's   the   three   rollers   and   I   want   to   thank   trigger   point,  

obviously   they   donated   them   so   we   used   them   but   we   have   them,   if   you   look   at   the   left  

picture   here,   simply   follow   the   video,   okay,   they   followed   a   prescriptive   video,   okay?   We  

also   looked   at,   you   know,   the   three   different,   you   know,   density   rollers,   okay?   We   also  

used   pressure   pain   threshold.   And   drum   roll,   we   basically   okay,   we   basically   found   out  

through   the   results   that   all   three   had   similar   effects,   okay?   Now,   statistically   they   all   had  

different   effects   but,   very   important,   statistically   there   were   changes   but   it   was   only   one  
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or   two   degrees   of   motion.   Remember,   though,   too,   a   lot   of   studies   that   are   being  

published   now   are   using   digital   equipment.   So   their   accuracy   is   so   much   more   than  

using   a   typical   goniometer.   Some   say   if   I   don't   have   a   5   to   6-degree   change   there's   not  

clinically   meaningful.   We   need   to   look   at   the   interventions   as   looking   at   the   neural  

window.   If   you   get   a   5   or   6   degrees,   great   but   if   it   improves   their   movement   efficiency  

you've   done   the   right   job.   We   need   to   reevaluate   how   we   look   at   research,   too.   I've  

been   criticized   for   reporting,   like,   results   such   as   this   in   one   of   my   studies   that   was  

statistically   significant.   I   never   said   clinically.   I   have   to   report   what   the   stats   tell   me.   If  

you   had   read   in   my   discussion   a   little   deeper   it   said,   look,   even   though   it's   statistical   we  

used   digital   equipment   that's   more   accurate.   It's   going   to   give   me   an   error   sometimes  

less   than   1%   with   some   of   the   digital   devices,   so   with   that   I'm   going   to   have   more   finite  

measurements   and   my   confidence   interval   blah-blah-blah-blah   is   going   to   be   tight   with  

nice,   fine   readings.   

 

So   when   you   use   digital   devices   it's   going   to   give   you   a   better   look   at   it   but   it   may   not   be  

clinical   relevant   because   it's   not   100%   observable   or   measurable   or   relevant   to   your  

client.   Remember   that   has   to   be   considered   for   that,   okay?   Then   we   looked   at   the  

different   surfaces,   okay?   Now   we   looked   at   the   grid,   multilevel   and   smooth,   okay,   and  

we   used   the   same   methods   as   the   other   study   because   we   wanted   to   compare   apples  

to   apples,   right?   So   in   2019   we   looked   at   the   three   different   surfaces,   and   again   we  

used   one   but   I   also   bought   two   regular   commercials   with   the   same   densities   and   made  

sure   that   the   PVA   foam   was   equal   and   all   that.   Obviously   the   multilevel   surface   here,  

rollers   had   greater   post-treatment   benefits   than   the   smooth   one.   And   our   thought   is   that  

all   the   lift   crevices   and   dents   create   more   surface   area   than   a   smooth   but   the   myofascia  

and   everything   might   get   kind   of   stuck   and   pushed   around   with   all   these   crevices   which  

would   create   a   more   --   it   will   create   a   stronger   afferent   stimulation   when   you're   rolling.  

That's   what   we   thought.   We   thought,   okay,   you   know,   more   surface,   more   surface   area.  

The   myofascia   or   the   skin   gets   stuck   in   the   crevices   so   you're   going   to   stretch,   sheer,  

you're   going   to   stimulate   the   myofascia   differently   than   a   smooth   roller,   okay?   And  
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we've   seen   research   way   back   in   even   2000,   2008,   that   actually   looked   at   this.   We're  

actually   replicating   an   older   study.   And   they   looked   at   smooth   versus   multilevel,   and  

they   found   the   same   thing   we   did.   But   they   used   more,   like,   biomechanical   force   plates,  

and   they   looked   at,   you   know,   more   biomechanical   parameters.   We   went   straight   to   the  

therapeutic   exercise   and   said   well   that's   great   but   how   does   it   measure   in   a   clinic,   like  

what's   relevant.   So   we   found   that   the   multilevel   as   you   guys   know   from   the   study   and  

from   others   we've   done   seems   to   be   the   best   versus   a   smooth   one.   That's   just   a  

thought.   So   so   far   we   know   that   the   density   doesn't   really   matter,   it's   probably   based   on  

pain   perception.   I   can   attest   to   that.   

 

Also   the   multilevel   surface   roller   is   actually   better,   which   why   you   see   so   many   different  

ones   on   the   market.   Okay?   And   then   one   of   the   biggest   ones   we   did   in   '19   was   the  

vibrating   roller   versus   the   non-vibrating   roller,   okay?   And   again   we   just   used   the   trigger  

point.   Simple.   We   turned   it   on,   turned   it   off.   We   used   the   same   methods   because   we're  

trying   to   be   consistent   with   our   line   of   research,   not   the   mixed   methods   person,   right?  

We're   trying   to   keep   it   in   line.   Similar   video,   similar   roller,   brand-new   population   of  

people,   though,   okay?   Brand-new   population.   We   found   that   obviously   the   vibrating  

roller   produced   a   greater   effect   which   makes   sense   because   if   we   take   the   whole   body  

vibration   research,   right,   if   you   take   that,   be   it   obviously   shows   when   the   body   vibrates,  

the   mechanoreceptors   work   on   vibration   so   it's   pretty   obvious   that   they're   going   to   get  

stimulated   so   that   was   obvious.   

 

But   remember,   though,   too,   if   you   guys   are   writing   notes,   two   things.   Whole-body  

vibration's   different   than   local   vibration.   Two   completely   different   concepts.   If   you   look   at  

all   the   power   plate   research,   completely   different.   Amplitude,   Hertz,   you   know,   the  

vertical   forces,   the   horizontal   forces,   so   much   different,   okay?   So   when   you   look   at   local  

vibration,   a   vibrating   roller   seems   to   calm   things   down   more   than   a   non-vibrating   roller.  

Cool?   Being   on.   I   think   that's   pretty   obvious   but   it's   nice   to   have   some   research   to   finally  

back   it   up.   Okay?   Okay.   Now   here's   another   one   that   feeds   into   this.   So   the   video   we  
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were   using,   the   first   --   you   know   the   first   four   or   five   of   our   studies   okay,   and   I'll   go   back  

to   that   one   slide,   okay,   right   here,   it's   active   movement.   So   we   wanted   to   validate   that  

once   we   started   doing   it.   Well   we   found   out   that   active   range   of   motion   actually  

stimulates   the   nervous   system   more,   okay?   And   you   get   better   range   of   motion.   So   if  

you   use   a   comfortable   roller   multilevel   vibrating   roller,   and   you   have   the   person   do  

active   motion,   more   than   likely,   according   to   the   research   and   other   researchers,   you  

could   get   more,   better   outcomes,   right,   more   range   of   motion,   less   pain,   after   treatment.  

Okay?   Those   are   some   thoughts   there.   Okay?   Again,   healthy   individuals   but   we're  

trying   to   bridge   that   gap   sooner   than   later,   okay?   

 

All   right.   Also,   too,   we   took   a   next   step   in   2020,   we   just   published   this   study   where   we're  

looking   at   the   immediate   post-treatment   effects   between   an   instructional   video   and  

self-preferred   program   with   roller   balls.   Just   in   short   we   used   a   moderate   level   and   hard  

density   roller   ball.   We   used   a   video   and   just   --   people   just   rolling   on   their   own.   So  

basically   we   video   them   the   video,   and   then   we   had   them   just   roll   on   their   own.   And   so  

we   found   that   both   groups   made   changes,   and   you   guys   can   see   here,   like,   look   at   the  

moderate.   7   to   10   degrees,   that's   not   much   with   a   digital   goniometer.   It's   done   but  

meaningful-wise   it   may   not.   Clinically   meaningful   your   MCID   may   not   be   that   strong   but  

it   points   more   towards   what   we're   going   at   is   that   when   we   use   the   myofascial  

interventions   why   are   you   using   it.   

 

Okay?   And   again,   this   is   all   pointing   to   the   same   thing,   that   the   neurophysiological   local  

mechanical   effects   seem   tore   more   and   --   to   be   more   and   more   plausible,   those  

theories   as   we   look   at   the   research.   That's   my   take-home.   I   want   to   show   you   a   couple  

of   videos.   In   part   1   I   looked   at   some   of   the   feedback   from   the   participants,   and   I  

appreciate   the   feedback,   thank   you.   But   a   lot   of   participants   were,   like,   well,   I   wish   you  

could   have   showed   you   techniques   and   stuff   like   that.   When   it   comes   to   the   ISTM   tools  

and   stuff   there's   so   many   copyrights   and   trademarks   I   have   to   be   really   careful   showing  

you   a   bunch   of   techniques   and   stuff.   Some   is   very   proprietary.   Even   though   I'm   a  
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certified   Grastin   professional   I   was   limited.   I   talked   about   some   of   the   specifics,   and  

they   were   very   specific   on   what   they   wanted   and   what   they   didn't   so   I   could   not.   We  

have   five   videos   for   this   segment   where   we   can   talk   about   some   of   the   rolling   and   stuff.  

So   I   wanted   to   show   you   guys   here   what's   called   the   4x4   sequence.   What   we're   going  

to   do   is   basically   you   do   four   longitudinal   rolls   with   four   active   movements.   Again   this  

was   from   trigger   point.   This   was   created   by   a   physical   therapist   years   ago.   We   used   this  

and   validated   this.   What   we   saw   as   clinicians   we   felt   that   this   approach   to   foam   rolling  

seems   to   be   the   best.   So   I   wanted   to   show   you   guys   two   videos.   They're   about   two  

minutes   but   I'm   going   to   kind   of   move   forward   from   the   beginning.   I   want   to   show   you  

guys   the   technique,   and   I   encourage   you   guys   to   try   this   with   your   clients   because   the  

4x4   sequence   is   such   an   easy   thing   to   remember   for   your   clients.   If   we   could   cue   the  

video   for   the   upper   leg   release.   It's   funny,   one   of   my   friends   is   teaching   this   so   I'm   going  

to   bring   it   down   a   little   bit.   >>   

 

The   quadriceps   are   a   powerful   group   of   muscles   that   sit   on   the   front   of   the   thighs.   As  

the   name   implies,   these   are   the   four   muscles   that   attach   the   tibia   to   the   femur.   The  

quadriceps'   main   job   is   to   extend   the   knee   to   straighten   the   leg   and   to   flex   the   hips.  

When   the   quads   are   tight,   it   can   cause   aches   and   pains   in   the   knees   and   other   areas.   I  

know   this   firsthand.   >>   

 

So   we're   going   to   --   I   like   the   hair,   though.   This   is   my   buddy   he's   awesome.   We're   going  

to   kind   of   move   forward.   I   want   to   show   you   what   these   videos   do.   Trigger   point   and  

some   other   companies,   they're   not   the   only   ones,   they   break   the   muscle   up   into   zones.  

So   I   wanted   you   to   look   at   this   and   the   technique   and   we'll   forward   with   our   lecture.  

Zone   1   is   going   to   be   just   above   the   knee   to   the   mid   thigh.   Zone   2   will   be   the   mid   thigh  

to   just   below   the   hip.   We're   going   to   get   into   plank   position,   that's   what   I   want   you   to   do  

right   off   the   bat,   and   then   I   want   you   to   put   the   elbows   beneath   the   shoulders   and   the  

palms   flat   on   the   ground.   We're   going   to   grab   the   grid   and   place   it   just   above   the   left  

knee.   And   the   right   leg   comes   into   a   supportive   position.   Looks   like   a   figure   4.   Now,  
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always   be   sure   to   keep   that   knee   below   the   hip.   We're   going   to   hit   this   four   times   from  

the   bottom   just   above   the   kneecap   all   the   way   to   the   mid   thigh.   Here   we   go.   We're   going  

to   move   it   about   an   inch   per   second,   so   not   too   fast,   keeping   that   nice   pace   and  

breathing   into   it.   There's   one.   Come   all   the   way   back   down   for   two.   Yes.   Up   again   to   the  

top   of   zone   1,   back   down,   there's   three.   Keep   the   core   engaged   to   support   that   spine,  

and   there's   four.   Perfect.   Come   to   the   top   of   zone   1   for   our   four   knee   bends.   We're  

going   to   simply   raise   the   leg   to   about   90   degrees,   yeah,   and   back   down.   This   can   get   a  

little   spicy,   again,   so   breathe   into   it,   just   relax   the   quad   into   the   grid.   Good.   There's   two.  

Back   down   for   three.   Last   one.   All   the   way   up,   and   four.   Perfect.   Let's   get   into   zone   2.  

Now,   you   --   >>   Okay,   great.   So   if   we   can   switch   back,   now,   thank   you,   to   the   slide.   So  

as   you   guys   can   see,   you   know,   isn't   it   funny?   I   want   that   guy   to   help   me   foam-roll,   spicy  

and   using   all   these   fun   terms.   So   I   wanted   to   show   you   especially   with   the   4   examiner   4  

techniques.   

 

The   reason   I   like   it,   personally,   should   we   validate   it   but   any   movement's   going   to   work.  

You   can   move   your   leg   side   to   side   to   get   a   shearing   effect   and   all   that   but   I   particularly  

like   this   kind   of   recipe   because   it's   easy   for   the   client   to   remember.   If   you're   in   a   busy  

clinical   situation,   it   allows   you   to   document   it,   right?   And   it   kind   of   gives   you   a   recipe   or  

exercise   prescription.   

 

So   I   usually   do   four   times   four   one   second,   one   second   cadence   up   and   down,   four  

times   four   two   times   for   each   muscle   group.   I   wanted   to   show   you   at   least   that  

technique.   Also   I   wanted   to   show   you   this   technique   for   the   hip.   So   we're   going   to   --  

we'll   move   forward   the   video,   and   I   want   to   get   to   the   technique   and   show   you   a   snippet  

here   --   these   videos   are   online   if   you   want   to   check   them   but   I   want   to   speed   forward  

and   show   you   guys   how   they're   using   kind   of   the   technique.   Here   we   go.   We're   going   to  

play   a   little   snippet.   The   tailbone   and   the   tip   of   the   upper   leg   bone.   Sit   with   your   hands  

resting   behind   you   for   support.   Lean   over   to   raise   one   hip   up,   and   place   your   massage  

ball   in   the   center   of   zone   1.   Then   shift   the   hips   over   to   apply   pressure   to   the   ball.   Extend  
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the   leg   on   the   side   being   addressed   out   in   front.   Then   bend   the   opposite   leg   up,   and  

place   the   foot   flat   on   the   floor.   With   your   massage   ball   positioned   in   zone   1,   slowly  

perform   four   leg   lifts   by   bringing   the   knee   toward   the   chest   and   then   extending   back   to  

the   floor.   Next,   bend   the   hip   and   knee   so   the   foot   is   flat   on   the   floor.   Move   into   two  

external   rotations   by   lowering   the   knee   towards   the   floor   and   bringing   it   back   to   midline.  

Last,   perform   two   pivots   in   each   direction   by   rotating   the   body   on   the   massage   ball   first  

to   the   left   and   then   to   the   right.   Repeat   the   full   program   in   zone   1.   >>   Okay.   Great.   So   if  

we   could   go   back   to   the   slide.   

 

So   as   everyone   can   see,   though,   the   thick   I   like   --   thing   I   like   about   this,   if   I   teach   my  

client   a   live   technique   I   give   them   the   link   to   the   YouTube   videos.   Easy   clinically,   they're  

explanatory   and   prescriptive.   There   are   a   million   videos   out   there.   We   validated   this  

sequence   or   I   guess   we   could   see   we   kind   of   preliminary   validation   in   healthy   people,   I  

know   but   at   least   it   gives   you   guys   something   to   use   clinically.   And   I   like   to   use,   you  

know,   a   lot   of   media   now   with   my   clients.   Now   that   we're   doing   telehealth   and   right   now  

stuff   like   that   you   could   send   them   the   video   to   watch   first,   then   get   on   your   screen  

which   I've   done   with   my   clients,   whatever,   zoom,   FaceTime,   Skype   and   go   through   the  

sequence   with   them.   

 

Don't   be   afraid   to   use   your   media,   videos   and   stuff   like   that.   This   company   has   done   a  

great   job   of   integrating   active   motion   and   rolling,   stimulating   the   nervous   system.   I   think  

it's   a   great   take-home,   and   I   wanted   to   show   the   group   that   because   I   know   I   was  

limited   last   week   with   some   of   the   stuff.   And   then   again   I'm   going   to   show   you   one   quick  

one   for   the   foot   release,   I   think   this   is   another   important   area.   I'm   just   going   to   give   you  

a   quick   snippet.   I   like   this   one,   it   uses   a   different   roller   for   the   foot,   getting   the   foot  

intrinsics   to   work.   One   more   and   then   we'll   move   on.   Let's   see   if   it   will   play.   Zone   3   is  

the   outside   of   the   foot,   again,   just   behind   the   toes   and   up   to   the   heel.   Stand   and   place  

one   foot   in   the   center   of   the   footballer.   For   additional   pressure,   you   may   lean   forward   to  

place   your   hands   on   your   knee.   Slowly   roll   the   length   of   zone   1   four   times.   Next,  
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continue   holding   pressure.   Move   into   four   toe   extensions   by   lifting   your   toes   up   and   then  

lowering   them   back   down.   Position   the   footballer   in   zone   2   by   shifting   the   leg   inward.   >>  

Okay.   Perfect.   Okay,   we   can   switch   back   over,   please,   thank   you.   Again,   there's   videos  

for   all   major   muscle   groups   but   again   I   just   wanted   to   show   the   group   that   there's   some  

resources   great   for   your   clients   free   online   or   whatever.   I   think   it's   important   that   you  

can   use   that.   But   me,   I   like   the   4x4.   Sometimes   there's   do   a   shearing   where   the   joint   is  

straight   and   then   go   back   and   forth.   Remember   muscles   have   to   you   know   widen,  

broaden   stretch,   they   have   to   do,   you   know,   three   dimensional,   four-dimensional  

movement   so   I   think   that's   important.   So   I   think   that   those   are   just   some   good   tips   for  

you   guys   as   far   as   that.   

 

So   again   we've   looked   at   some   of   the   research.   We   looked   at   specific   studies,   right?  

We   looked   at   what   the   evidence   is   telling   us.   Right?   So   we   know   that,   you   know,   RM  

has   some   good   research.   Now   we're   going   to   kind   of   look   at   if   there's   interchangeable.  

And   we   did   a   recent   study   that's   getting   published   where   we   looked   at   roller   massage,  

ISTM   and   floss   bands.   Again   this   feeds   into   our   two   scientific   theories,   you   know,   we   did  

this   as   --   with   some   of   our   grad   students   so   just   to   kind   of   just   let   you   guys   know   that   but  

each   of   them,   you   know,   we   did   some   pilot   testing,   we   validated,   we   made   sure   they're  

reliable   but   we   stuck   to   the   two-minute   intervention   for   each   of   them,   and   again   we're  

coming   up   with   some   of   the   outcomes   for   range   of   motion.   

 

This   is   just   a   doctoral,   you   know,   kind   of   DPT   project   which   people   did.   But   we   just  

looked   at   one   outcome,   range   of   motion,   simple.   But   we're   starting   to   see   statistically  

we   had   some   differences   but   clinically   we're   seeing   a   lot   of   the   same   post-treatment  

changes.   So   this   preliminary   evidence   is   kind   of   suggesting   a   lot   of   these   tools   can   be  

used   interchangeably.   I   think   that's   important   to   understand.   Again   a   lot   of   the  

myofascial   compression   devices   may   produce   the   same   effects.   So   when   we   look   at   the  

bottom   line,   you   know,   RM   devices,   we   know,   and   this   is   in   summary,   this   is   going   to  

give   you   that   take-home   message,   then   we're   going   to   move   forward   to   flossing   which   is  
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a   lot   less   content.   The   whole   body   of   evidence   for   roller   massage   is   so   deep.   So   let's  

talk   about   the   facts   or   I   wouldn't   say   facts   but   the   facts   that   are   in   the   research,   you  

know,   the   --   of   what   the   research   is   saying.   Right   now   the   majority   of   research   is   saying,  

okay,   multilevel   surface   grid   kind   of   pattern   rollers,   okay?   Second   of   all   all   densities  

seem   to   work,   we're   seeing   that   with   several   studies   suggesting   from   the   eighth   reflex   to  

we   looked   at   densities   to   different   pressures.   The   key   thing   is   try   to   match   the   client   with  

the   roller   that's   best   for   them.   Teaching.   We   did   a   study   on   looking   at   live   versus   looked  

at   a   study   looking   at   live   versus   video   and   stuff,   and   we   found   that   they   all   work   the  

same.   The   nervous   system's   so   sensitive,   doesn't   matter   if   you   press   on   it,   if   it's   a   self  

program,   if   it's   live   or   if   it's   video.   It   has   the   same   output.   

 

Okay?   All   right.   Same   thing.   Assessments.   You   can   see   here   if   you   look   at   the   slide   we  

have   a   bunch   of   different   assessments   but   I'm   recommending   personally   that   I   looking  

to   use   the   NPRS   as   a   guide,   and   I   personally   like   to   start   off   with   a   shorter   rolling   time.   I  

like   to   use   a   softer   roller   and   then   progress   over   time.   And   to   me,   it   supports   the   client  

buying   into   the   program,   you   know,   they   start   to   do   their   homework   a   little   bit   better  

because   it   doesn't   hurt   so   bad,   okay?   So   that's   kind   of   my   thought   there.   You   can   see   in  

the   research   there's   a   lot   of   other   performance   and   functional   tests   that   are   used.  

Okay?   

 

When   we   look   at   RM   prescription,   very   simply,   you   guys,   the   majority   of   research   uses   it  

as   a   warmup,   okay,   and   also   a   cooldown.   But   remember,   though,   too   the   optimal   time   is  

that   two   minutes.   So   for   some   reason   like   we're   starting   to   see   in   the   research   is   that  

anything   over   two   minutes   we're   thinking   that   the   parasympathetic's   kicking   on.   It   makes  

sense   we've   all   probably   gotten   a   massage   at   some   time.   After   a   few   minutes   you   begin  

to   relax.   They're   thinking   once   after   that   two   minutes   there   seems   to   be   some   type   of  

relaxation,   and   the   studies   that   have   looked   at   it,   okay,   they've   seen   decreased  

performance,   they've   seen   decrements.   Now,   we   also   understand,   too   though,   and   I  

want   you   guys   to   understand   this   is   that   the   effects   of   rolling   only   last   about   20   or   30  
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minutes,   that's   the   latest   research.   But   it's   only   in   healthy   individuals,   which   is   a   huge,  

huge,   huge   limitation   because   we   don't   know   how   it'll   work   on   healing   tissue,   okay?   So   I  

think   that's   important   for   everyone   to   understand.   Also,   though,   too   we're   starting   to   see  

that   RM   fits   really   well   into   a   warmup   and   a   cooldown   combined   with   stretching   and  

dynamics   and   all   that.   I   think   that's   important.   But   just   remember   the   philosophy.   If  

you're   warming   up,   you're   warming   up   the   nervous   system.   You   want   to   up-regulate   so  

you   got   to   do   quick   --   you   need   to   be   a   little   faster,   shorter   bouts,   get   the   person   to   wake  

up,   get   them   ready   for   the   competition.   Cooldown   you're   trying   to   create   a  

parasympathetic   state   where   you're   trying   to   get   them   to   relax   and   you're   trying   to   get  

them   to   really   sit   on   the   tissues,   lengthen,   flush   things   out.   You   know,   you   want   a  

post-exercise   flush   so   slow   it   down.   You   know,   work   in   maybe   a   little   bit   nice,   slower  

cardio   to   flush   it,   okay?   

 

All   right.   Also,   too,   we   understand,   too,   that   for   range   of   motion,   flexibility   and   also   pain,  

the   shorter   bouts   seems   to   stimulate   the   mechanoreceptors   and   the   other   receptors  

where   you   get   changes   in   the   stretch   tolerance   and   range   of   motion   and   also,   too,   the  

pain's   modulated   somehow.   We're   still   figuring   that   out   but   it   seems   like   when   you're  

rolling   on   the   tissue   you   get   some   type   of   relax   ace   effect   that's   --   relaxation   effect   that's  

coming   around   so   we   use   to   the   two   theories,   mechanical   and   neurophysiological  

because   they're   interdependent   but   come   on   things.   

 

That's   where   we're   kind   of   at.   For   me   I   give   the   overall   body   of   evidence   for   RM   a   B   +.  

It's   not   perfect   but   we're   starting   to   see   things   in   healthy   individuals,   B   +.   It's   an   F,   right,  

for   injuries,   and   we   haven't   done   that.   As   you   guys   know,   too,   to   grab   a   cohort   of   injuries  

beyond   like   a   tendinopathy   or   plantar   fasciitis   which   is   obvious   it's   hard   to   get   a   huge  

sample   size   of   post-ACL   patients   who   are   dealing   with   the   fear   avoidance   and   the  

whole   psychology   and   saying,   oh,   does   a   foam   roller   work.   As   we   start   moving   towards  

looking   at   musculoskeletal   injury   and   rolling   it's   a   challenge   to   set   up   the   methodology.  

Those   of   you   in   the   group   who   have   done   research   and   been   part   of   trials   and   stuff   you  
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guys   I'm   sure   like   everyone   else   can   appreciate   it   is   really   hectic   to   be   able   to   get  

subjects   to   be   compliant,   to   get   clean   data,   to   prevent   any   of   those   validity   threats.   Does  

that   make   sense?   You   know,   people   talk   or   someone   just   fills   out   a   form   and   they're   not  

thinking   about   it.   So   there's   a   lot   of   things   that   go   into   the   research.   So   I   want   you   guys  

to   understand   that   the   RM   research   in   my   opinion   for   healthy   is   a   B   +   but   there's   also  

strengths   and   weaknesses,   and   I   think   we   can   appreciate   and   understand   that.   Let's   get  

into   floss   bands   which   is   quicker.   We're   almost   done   with   the   lecture,   then   Q   &   A   and  

the   quiz   questions.   Floss   bands   came   out   of,   okay,   they   came   out   of   the   cross   fit  

community.   In   the   beginning.   Okay?   Now   I'm   going   to   have   everyone   stand   up   again,  

walk   around,   and   you   can   look   at   your   screen.   

 

Let's   kind   of   move   a   little   bit.   I   don't   know   if   you   know   Casey,   they   used   to   call   them  

voodoo   bands.   If   you   look   at   the   literature,   moving   around,   they   call   them   floss   bands,  

compression   bands,   voodoo   bands,   WOD   bands,   workout   of   the   day   bands.   Some   think  

it's   blood   flow   restriction   which   you   know   it's   not   and   other   commercial   names.   We're  

going   to   call   them   more   of   the   general   term,   floss   bands.   When   you   look   at   the   floss  

bands   they're   typically   latex   or   the   newer   ones   are   non-latex   but   I   needed   to   put   that.  

They're   basically   a   thicker   Thera-Band   in   2-inch   or   4-inch,   very   simple.   I   think   it's  

interesting   that   you   wrap   the   whole   body   part,   and   I   have   a   couple   videos   to   show   you  

guys   but   people   are   swearing   by   these   daily.   

 

So   what   --   basically   what   you   do   is   it's   almost   wrapping   like   your   knee   joint   with   an  

elastic   wrap,   okay,   with   an   ace   bandage.   The   floss   bands   are   very   simple.   50/50  

pattern.   50%   overlap,   50%   tension   from   distal   to   proximal.   They   follow   kind   of   athletic  

training   sports   medicine   wrapping   theory.   That's   all   it   is   is   you   wrap   the   band.   Think  

about   this,   though.   If   --   the   floss   band   goes   completely   around   the   joint.   Okay?   So   you  

wrap   the   whole   joint   almost   like   an   Ace   wrap.   That's   going   to   produce   a   different  

mechanical   and   neurophysiological   effect   as   foam   rolling   and   as   ISTM   and   all   that  

because   the   surface   area's   different.   It's   wrapped   around   the   whole   body.   So   you   may  
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get   more   of   an   afferent   load   to   the   brain   because   both   sides   of   the   joint   are   being  

compressed.   So   you're   getting   signals.   So   if   you   follow   traditional   PNF   and,   you   know,  

some   of   the   other   --   some   of   the   other   neuromuscular   techniques,   right?   You   know,   a  

little   bit   of,   you   know,   strain/counter   strain   and   other   things,   when   you're   wrapping   the  

joint   on   both   sides   and   stimulating   both   sides   that's   kind   of   counterintuitive   to   some   of  

the   theories   that   look   at   stimulating   the   nervous   system.   Again   just   something   to   think  

about,   okay?   When   we   look   at   the   evidence   for   the   technique   itself   it's   very   week.   If   we  

can   cue   the   video,   this   is   from   RockTape.   They   have   the   videos   online   so   they   gave   me  

permission.   >>   Here   we'll   detail   the   steps   to   applying   rock   floss   to   the   knee.   

 

The   goal   will   be   to   improve   flexibility,   help   with   pain   management,   and   improve   range   of  

motion.   Start   right   below   the   knee   joint.   Be   sure   you're   always   wrapping   toward   the  

heart.   Begin   wrapping   with   50%   overlap   of   the   previous   loop,   and   continue   to   add  

tension   as   desired.   But   do   not   exceed   50%   of   stretch   to   avoid   numbness   or  

discoloration   of   the   tissue.   Finish   by   tucking   in   the   end.   For   lower   impact   relief,   lift   the  

knee   at   a   90-degree   angle   and   alternate   pulling   in   the   heel   and   extending   the   leg  

straight   for   45   seconds   to   one   minute.   

 

Alternatively,   for   higher   impact,   opt   for   45   seconds   to   one   minute   of   air   squats.   Unwrap  

rock   floss   and   supplement   with   your   favorite   RockTape   kinesiology   taping   application   for  

best   results.   >>   Okay.   Let's   head   on   back.   Yeah   I   know   it's   funny   I   like   that   plug   for   their  

tape   right   after.   As   we   can   see,   though,   too,   you   basically   wrap   the   whole   joint   so   you  

do   50/50   and   then   active   and   passive   movements.   And   so   I   guess   the   theory   behind   it   is  

you're   kind   of   shearing,   right,   creating   this   shear   force,   this   tangential   shear   force,   this  

360   all   the   way   around,   does   that   make   sense?   The   shear   force   is   360   all   the   way  

around   the   joint   and   people   are   swearing   by   it.   If   you   guys   are   writing   notes,   think   about  

this.   50/50,   okay,   distal   to   proximal,   okay,   active   and   passive   movements   for   the   typical  

two   minutes,   okay?   So   again   we're   seeing   this   two-minute   theory   coming   out   and   stuff,  

okay?   And   I   think   that's   important.   So   then   as   we   go   here,   too,   you   can   also   --   here's   a  
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couple   of   other   alternatives.   If   we   look   at   the   picture   on   the   left   you   guys   can   see   here  

with   the   picture   on   the   left,   this   is   my   friend   Steve.   He   wrapped   the   joint   but   he's   also  

using   it   to   mobilize   the   tissue,   okay?   And   we've   seen   it   before   where   you   can   put,   like   a  

Thera-Band   in   your   hand   and   get   it   there.   He   likes   a   tangential   glide   of   the   myofascia   as  

he's   getting   glide   movements   or   use   a   helical   band   pattern   following   kind   of   the  

myofascial   helical   bands   that   have   been   suggested   by   Shlep   and   some   of   the   other  

myofascial   gurus.   But   you   can   use   this   to   create   more   proprioception.   This   is   a   patient  

that   I   used   a   vibrating   roller   in   combination   with   a   --   with   the   rock   floss   or   whatever   or  

the   flossing   band.   They're   about   two   weeks   post,   and   we're   doing   active   range   of  

motion,   and   as   you   guys   can   see   we   have   the   vibrating   roller,   okay,   and   I   don't   know   if  

it's   going   to   be   kind   of   paused   right   there.   

 

Let's   see   if   we   can   get   the   video   to   kind   of   go   a   little   better.   You   can   see   we   used   a  

vibrating   roller,   okay,   with   the   floss   band   up   above   to   help   kind   of   create   a   little   bit   more  

myofascial   mobility   in   the   quadriceps,   okay?   But   the   theory   that   I   was   using   was,   was  

that   the   vibrating   roller   was   helping   to   kind   of   create   a   calming   effect   while   they're   doing  

their   active   range   of   motion.   And   again,   this   was   a   post-ACL   repair,   two   weeks.   The  

patient   was   complaining   of   a   lot   of   quadriceps   kind   of   spasm   and   pain.   And   so   the   act   of  

using   --   the   act   of   using   the   vibrating   roller   with   the   flossing   band   kind   of   combined   the  

two   interventions.   

 

And   again,   this   was   a   patient   that   I've   known   for   years   and   very   active   so   she   was   fine  

and   cool   with   it   and   felt   at   least   objectively   that   she   liked   to   do   that,   and   we   used   that  

several   times   just   to   create   a   massage   of   the   tissue   above,   right,   a   massage   of   the  

tissue   up   in   here   but   the   vibration   may   stimulate   all   the   mechanical   and   nociceptors.  

That's   how   we're   applying   the   technology.   If   that   opens   the   neural   motor   for   her,   that's  

good.   I   did   this   as   a   prep   before   I   got   into   the   deep   tissue   work   trying   to   release   this  

manually,   okay?   Opening   up   the   neuromotor   window   and   sequencing,   I   think   those   are  

two   huge   points.   Okay.   If   we   could   go   back   to   the   slides,   please,   that   would   be   great.  
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From   there.   So   then   I   think   those   are   just   some   examples   of   kind   of   how   to   apply   the  

technology.   And   again,   you   know,   we   only   used   this   for   a   short   amount   of   time.   Once  

she   got   moving   and   we   were   able   to   take   the   knee   brace   off   and   she   went   past   phase   1  

to   phase   2   we   didn't   need   this   anymore.   So   I   think   there's   a   time   and   a   place   for   these  

interventions,   this   is   just   one   of   many   applications   that   you   guys   could   use   for   that.  

Okay.   So   do   they   provide   benefits,   does   the   floss   bands?   Well   there   is   some   preliminary  

research.   Here,   Kiefer   and   Driller   looked   at   range   of   motion   of   the   shoulder   and   ankle,  

used   the   same   50/50   pattern   okay,   and   found   that,   yes,   they   had   increased   ankle   range  

of   motion   for   the   weight-bearing   lunge   test   but   the   shoulder   had   no   increases.   But   the  

perceived,   okay,   but   the   perceived   was   there.   Okay?   

 

So   the   perceived   range   of   motion   of   the   shoulder   was   there,   but   not   the   actual   range   of  

motion.   So   we're   seeing   some   mixed   results   on   range   of   motion.   When   we   look   at  

performance   measures   like   jump   and   Sprint,   Mills   and   Driller   were   two   recent   studies.  

Driller   is   really   heading   the   whole,   you   know,   kind   of   movement   with   these   bands.   They  

found   that,   you   know,   post-movement   with   the   floss   bands   better   vertical   jump,   better  

sprint.   Again,   some   thoughts   on   looking   at   that   from   there.   And   then   post-surgical,   the  

floss   bands   have   been   used   for   adeem   nah.   Obviously   you   --   edema.   We've   done   those  

bands   before   and   bandages.   

 

The   floss   band   can   work   on   edema.   There's   been   a   case   study   on   tendinopathy   with  

Borda   and   Selhorst.   They   found   that   the   techniques   and   the   floss   band   wrapping   and  

stuff   had   some   good   effects.   Again   we're   starting   to   see   some   --   we're   starting   to   see  

some   effects.   Well,   one   thing   my   group   wanted   know   is   we've   been   kind   of   burned   out  

honestly   with   some   of   the   foam   rolling   because   we've   done   so   many   so   we   looked   at  

floss   bands.   But   I   don't   know   about   you   guys   but   I'll   give   you   a   quick   premise   as   we  

finish   up   here.   A   lot   of   people   are   doing   the   blood   flow   restriction,   a   lot   of   clients   are,  

and   it's   all   over   social   media.   But   there's   a   difference   between   blood   flow   restriction   and  

blood   flow   occlusion.   You   know   that.   A   lot   of   it   is   based   on   the   military   studies   of   blood  
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flow   restriction,   tourniquet   time.   You   have   all   of   that   surrounding   that.   I   work   with   a   lot   of  

athletes   and   equinox.   A   lot   of   the   professionals   who   may   not   be   caught   up   in   the   blood  

flow   restriction   and   are   using   the   bands   and   calling   it   blood   flow   restriction.   I   thought  

that   was   interesting   because,   you   know,   right   now   everybody's   using   the   50/50   pattern,  

right?   50%   overlap,   pull   it   at   50%   or   to   90%,   okay?   But   they   haven't   studied   it   with   a  

doppler   or   any   type   of   imaging   like   ultrasound   to   look   at   the   blood   flow.   So   what   we   did  

was   --   is   one   of   our   newer   research   --   lines   of   research   is   to   at   these   flossing   bands   and  

find   out   the   cutoff   point   on   what   is   myofascial   and   what   is   to   blood   flow   restriction   with  

these   bands.   

 

So   what   we   did   was   --   is   our   first   study,   we   published   this   in   journal   of   sports  

rehabilitation,   it   just   came   out   earlier   this   year,   and   we   took   a   strain   gauge   and  

quantified   the   percent   of   force,   okay,   on   the   stretch   length   of   that.   So   we   could   see   the  

longer   we   elongated   the   bands   we   quantified   the   stretch   force   because   we   want   to   find  

out   the   cutoff,   okay?   And   so   what   we   found   was   with   this   linear   increase   in   floss   band  

we   found   is   that   we   wanted   to   kind   of   get   some   numerical   numbers   and   saying,   okay,  

how   hard   do   you   have   to   pull   and   wrap   the   band   to   get   a   myofascial   effect,   and   how  

hard   do   you   pull   to   start   pinching   the   vessels?   

 

That   simple,   right?   And   so   our   next   study   is   we   have   a   doppler,   okay,   we   have   a   video  

doppler,   and   we're   going   to   take   these   quantified   numbers,   and   we   premarked   the  

flossing   band,   and   we're   going   to   use   two   or   three   different   manufacturers   because   we  

want   to   be   consistent.   We   don't   want   to   stick   with   one   brand,   okay?   And   what   we're  

going   to   do   is   we're   going   to   wrap   a   bunch   of   people   at   25,   50,   75,   100,   125,   150,   and  

by   that   time,   we've   --   we   will   quantify   the   three   brands   that   we're   using   and   then   we're  

going   to   wrap   and   find   out   the   cutoff.   And   when   we   see   things   change   in   the   doppler  

let's   see   at   100%   that's   going   to   be   our   theoretical   cutoff   that's   going   for   about   blood  

flow   restriction   or   myofascial   because   we   want   to   give   some   people   some   safe  

parameters.   We're   not   looking   to   replace   the   blood   flow   restriction   devices   that   are   out  
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there,   no.   They   used   a   sphygmomanometer.   We're   trying   to   get   people   to   not   damage  

themselves   by   wrapping   the   wrap   so   tight   they're   occluding   muscles   or   not   feeling   good  

or   affecting   the   nerve   somehow.   I   think   it's   so   important   to   be   able   to   look   at   some   type  

of   cutoff   so   that's   going   to   be   our   line   of   research   once   we   kind   of   getting   back   to   quote  

unquote   normal   we're   going   to   be   able   to   finish   this   study   and   find   out   what's   going   to  

be   that   cutoff   so   that   if   people   want   to   do   the   flossing   bands   if   I   pull   it   at   100%   that's  

going   to   be   the   cutoff   in   between   and   talk   to   different   manufacturers   and   say   why   don't  

you   premark   the   bands   at   different   hashtags   along   the   bands   for   50,   75,   100%   of   your  

elongation   length.   Different   manufacturers   make   the   bands   differently,   a   little   thicker,   a  

little   bit   thinner.   

 

So   two   of   them   at   least,   two   of   the   manufacturers   agreed   and   said   that's   a   great   idea  

because   once   we   quantify   it   we   can   give   better   safe   guidelines   for   clinicians,   and   this  

flossing   band   seems   to   be   the   hottest   thing   in   cross   fit   and   all   that.   And   I   encourage  

everybody   here   who   hasn't   seen   this   before   or   have   kind   of   heard   about   it,   check   into   it.  

And   also   I   challenge   you   guys   if   you   don't   have   this   at   home   wrap   your   thigh   with  

Thera-Band.   Don't   kill   your   leg   but   wrap   it   with   Thera-Band,   do   some   movements,   see  

how   it   feels.   I   don't   know,   it's   kind   of   new   stuff   but   it's   kind   of   cool.   

 

As   you   know,   too,   we've   got   to   create   an   experience   for   our   clients   so   it's   kind   of   fun   to  

do   some   of   this.   If   it   feeds   into   your   plan   and   opens   up   the   neuromotor   window   and  

sequences   well.   I   love   to   do   this   with   some   of   my   athletes   during   their   warmups,  

especially   the   track   and   field.   Once   they   go   from   cross   country   to   track   and   from   the  

regular   cross   country   shoes   to   the   flats   and   the   spikes,   their   whole   calf,   triceps   array  

group   is   wrecked   so   I   like   to   do   this   as   part   of   their   warmup   with   the   vibrating   roller.  

There's   a   lot   of   application   to   this   I   think.   If   you   guys   are   --   again   I   encourage   you   to  

have   an   open   mind.   I   started,   you   know,   using   this   stuff,   and   some   guys   are   from   the  

voodoo   band,   floss,   they   introduced   it   to   me   and   said   try   it,   have   an   open   mind,   you  

know,   we   have   a   lot   of   PTs   in   cross   fit   are   doing   it,   and   I   think   it's   pretty   cool.   I   think   it  
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has   room   in   my   toolbox   as   a   tool.   So   again   I   encourage   you   guys   to   embrace   some   of  

this   new   stuff.   Some   of   the   old   conventional   stuff   gets   boring   so   why   not   switch   it   up,  

have   some   fun,   and   you   know   it's   documentable.   Hopefully   over   the   next   year   or   so  

we'll   have   more   research,   and   I   can   come   back   to   you   guys   and   do   a   2021   update,  

does   that   make   sense,   you   know   what's   the   latest   and   greatest.   Just   some   thoughts.   So  

again   one   of   the   hottest   things   is   flossing   as   you   guys   know.   As   you   guys   know,   too,   the  

research   is   very   weak   on   flossing,   okay?   We   understand   that.   So   as   far   as   the   --   and  

that's   why   I   didn't   put   it   in   here   for   sake   of   time   but   the   indications,   contraindications,  

precautions,   we   don't   really   know,   you   guys.   It's   --   people   are   using   it.   If   you   look   are   at  

videos,   if   you   go   to   YouTube   and   put   in   voodoo   floss   there's   a   bunch   of   things   where  

they   claim   it's   great   for   tendinopathy,   a   lot   of   stuff.   

 

I   didn't   feel   that   an   evidence-based   presentation   should   have   indications,  

contraindications   for   something   that's   not   there   yet   but   this   is   brand-new.   The   last   five,  

six   years   it's   exploded,   people   are   using   it.   As   a   clinician   and   practitioner   you   should  

consider   thinking   about   this   but   be   sensible,   follow   the   myofascial   general   indications,  

contraindications   and   precautions,   that's   in   my   opinion.   And   I   do   the   same   thing.   I   do  

the   warmup,   I   look   at   this.   

 

Again,   before   I   wrap   somebody   with   a   band,   most   of   them   are   latex,   I   clear   the   skin,   I  

make   sure   that   they   don't   have   any   allergies.   I'll   put   it   on   them   for   a   minute.   Wrap   it,  

unwrap   it,   make   sure   that   they   don't   have   issues.   I'll   go   light   the   first   session,   see   how  

they   do   then   if   they're   comfortable   with   the   band   I'll   send   them   home   with   one,   and   then  

I   just   take   it   into   logical   steps.   Does   that   make   sense   you   guys?   So   I   think   that's   the  

best   way   to   approach   it   and   not   have   to   worry   about   that.   So   again   this   is   a   brand-new  

emergent   intervention,   it's   got   a   handful   of   research,   we're   trying   to   get   a   little   bit   more  

forward   on   this   but   overall   there's   going   to   be   a   grade   of   a   C   minus.   All   right,   you   guys,  

there's   our   update.   As   you   can   see,   tons   of   foam   rolling   research.   Does   that   make  

sense?   Okay.   Also,   too,   though,   we   have   a   new   intervention,   right,   flossing   bands   which  
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are   totally   cool.   So   again,   some   of   the   new   hottest   stuff   coming   out.   If   you   guys   look   at  

this   slide   here,   here's   my   email,   feel   free   to   email   me   if   you   have   any   questions,   screen  

shot.   Also,   too,   a   lot   of   those   publications   we   talked   about   on   foam   rolling   here's   a   link   in  

PubMed,   they   have   all   of   them.   Most   of   them   are   full   text   so   if   you   want   to   get   nerdy   and  

all   that   stuff.   But   if   you   just   want   a   simple   review   type   in   foam   rolling   in   PubMed,   hit  

review   and   all   the   systematic   reviews   come   up,   the   whole   body   of   evidence.   On   that  

note   we   are   done   with   segment   number   2   so   I'm   going   to   spend   the   last   few   minutes  

answering   questions   and   stuff.   But   first,   though,   I   want   to   quickly   get   to   the   most  

important   thing.   Let's   go   over   the   quiz   questions,   okay?   Everyone   please   get   your   notes  

out.   We're   going   to   get   started   pretty   much   soon   like   right   now,   okay?   Question   one   that  

I   like   is   what's   the   best   roller   massage   duration.   

 

Two   minutes.   I   don't   know,   it's   across   the   board,   common   in   all   the   interventions   so   the  

answer   would   be   B,   two   minutes   or   less.   What   are   the   two   scientific   theories   behind  

roller?   Mechanical,   neurophysiological,   that   would   be   A.   What   are   two   precautions   for  

roller   massage?   Well,   obviously   precautions   are   something   to   consider,   right?   So   C,  

hypertension   and   osteopenia,   right?   The   others   could   be   contraindications,   okay?   All  

right.   Question   4   what   are   two   contraindications?   Obviously   severe   cardiac   disease   and  

recent   surgery   would   be   the   big   ones.   

 

The   thing   about   cardiac   disease,   we've   seen   this   with   a   lot   of   the   research   is   that   if  

you're   supine   there   can   be   shifting   in   fluids,   changes   in   the   neuroendocrine   system,  

neurovascular   system   and   all   that.   Sometimes   they   believe   it   could   be   more   demand   on  

the   heart   so   that's   considered   a   contraindication   at   this   time.   All   the   other   ones   could   be  

arguably   precautions.   Number   5   why   is   myofascial   release   an   inaccurate   description?  

We   discussed   it,   didn't   we.   The   correct   answer   is   A.   The   research   has   shown   any   type  

of   myofascial   release   that   occurs   with   rolling   has   not   shown   any   type   of   myofascial  

release.   So   A   is,   you   know,   we   haven't   demonstrated   a   clean   release.   It   hasn't  

happened.   Okay.   Question   6.   What   are   common   clinical   outcomes   used   for   roller  
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massage?   A   is   going   to   be   your   answer,   performance,   range   of   motion,   pain,   okay?  

Those   are   the   big   three   okay?   Then   obviously   patient   reported   outcomes   could   be   the  

big   four   we've   been   talking   about,   okay?   Quality   of   life   stuff   and   all   that.   What   does   the  

--   question   number   7   what   does   the   research   suggest   when   comparing   a   vibration   to   a  

non-vibration   roller?   Answer   7   is   going   to   be   your   most   plausible,   the   vibrating   roller  

may   produce   greater   post-changes   because   it's   stimulating   more   because   of   the  

vibration.   Okay?   Question   8.   What   are   the   current   guidelines   for   floss   band   despite   the  

lack   of   evidence?   The   correct   answer's   going   to   be   C,   50/50,   or   50%   overlap,   50   to   90%  

tension,   perform   two   minutes   of   active   or   passive   motion.   Okay?   Those   are   kind   of   the  

clinical   guidelines.   

 

They're   not   research,   evidence-based.   Question   9.   The   body   of   evidence   of   floss   band  

is   small.   What   level   of   evidence   is   the   majority   of   studies   supporting   the   intervention?  

That's   going   to   be   C,   evidence   grade   of   2,   level   2   evidence.   Okay?   Remember,   level   1's  

opinion.   Level   2   is   kind   of   like   a   cohort   study,   studying   a   specific   group.   It's   not   a  

complete   randomized   control   trial   where   it's   robust.   9   is   C.   Last   question,   10.   The   recent  

research   suggests   which   myofascial   interventions   are   interchangeable   and   may  

produce   similar   post-treatment   outcomes?   

 

That's   going   to   be   B,   roller   massage,   ISTM   and   flossing.   The   one   study   we   did   suggests  

that   they   can   be   interchangeable.   It's   up   to   you,   though,   as   the   clinician   to   decide   what  

sequence   you're   going   to   put   them   in   in   your   whole   treatment   strategy.   It   kind   of   makes  

sense.   Okay?   All   right.   We   are   done   with   the   quiz   questions.   So   if   our   amazing   hosts   at  

physicaltherapy.com,   if   we   could   switch   over   to   Q   &   A   now   I   think   we   have,   you   know,   a  

few   minutes,   and   I   think   if   they're   --   hopefully   we   can   get   through   all   the   questions   and  

answers,   okay?   Okay.   Let's   start   off   with   one   of   our   questions.   Okay?   One   of   our   first  

questions   is   are   there   any   FDA-approved   rollers   available.   No.   That's   a   great   question.  

The   FDA   has   not   gotten   involved   with   them   yet.   So   that's   one   thing.   If   we   expand   the  

question,   in   regards   to   not   foam   rolling   the   lumbar   spine   how   about   using   foam   rollers  
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for   mobilization   whether   to   be   the   thoracic   or   lumbar?   I   feel   like   the   thoracic   spine   is  

safe.   I've   used   it.   And,   you   know,   we   do   a   lot   of   our   manual   mobilization,   manipulation   to  

the   ribs   and   thoracic   spine   so   I   personally   believe   that   it   is   there.   You   know   what   I'm  

saying?   So   I   think   we   can   use   it   for   the   thoracic   spine.   Just   other   reasons   be   careful.  

Next   question,   uses   isopropyl   alcohol   or   water   won't   hamper   the   quality   of   the   foam  

used?   So   far   I've   seen   at   least   with   the   rollers   that   I   have   wiping   them   down   with   a   wipe  

can   be   fine,   okay,   that's   one   of   the   great   questions.   Or   if   you   just   use   the   Lysol   or   the  

Clorox   wipes   whenever   we   get   some,   right,   you   can   use   those.   Some   of   those   are  

non-alcohol   based,   right?   

 

There   are   some   wipes   there   that   you   can   use.   Again   we   always   say   try   to   test   it   on   a  

small   area   or   maybe   test   it   on   an   older   roller   and   see.   But   because   there's   so   many  

manufacturers,   I   don't   know.   But,   again,   test   it   on   a   small   area,   make   sure   it   doesn't   ruin  

the   quality   but   so   far   so   good   for   me   with   both   alcohol   wipes   and   the   typical   cleaning  

disinfectant   wipes.   Just   some   thoughts   there.   Okay.   Next   question.   Why   are   they  

pressing   on   the   picture,   what   are   they   --   I'm   not   sure   that   question.   What   are   they  

pressing   on   in   the   picture   on   the   right.   

 

I   am   not   sure   that   question   so   we'll   try   to   get   back   to   that   in   a   second,   that's   from   Laura,  

maybe   Laura   can   --   I   can   see   that.   So   we'll   have   to   look   at   that,   maybe   we'll   address  

that   a   little   bit   later,   Laura   or   if   you   could   please   email   me   I   can   answer   that   more  

specifically   for   you   with   that.   Next   question   why   not   roll   more   than   two   minutes   to   turn  

on   the   parasympathetic   system.   This   was   a   great   question.   No,   you   can,   but   what  

they're   saying   is   in   a   clinical   situation,   in   an   athletic   situation,   two   minutes   per   muscle  

group   seems   to   be   kind   of   the   maximum.   What   they're   saying   is   over   two   minutes,   you  

tend   to   kind   of   calm   things   down.   So   the   rule   of   thumb   is   less   than   two   minutes   can   --   is  

a   great   time   period   for   warmup   and   cooldown   but   if   you   want   to   really   get   the   tissues,   go  

longer,   100%   correct,   yes,   just   like   a   massage,   like   anything,   the   longer   you   go   the   more  

relaxed   you're   going   to   get.   It   seems   to   be   reasonable   if   you're   in   a   clinical   situation   and  
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you   want   to   --   you   know   you're   busy,   you   know,   two   minutes   per   muscle   group   for   the  

quads,   hamstrings,   adductors,   hip   flexors,   they're   there   20   minutes   rolling.   From   a  

practical   standpoint   two   minutes   max   per   muscle   group   and   a   total   of   ten   minutes   of  

rolling.   If   not   the   client's   not   going   to   like   it.   In   my   experience   doing   all   this   research   I  

find   that   over   ten   minutes   you're   going   to   lose   your   clients   so,   again   just   some   thoughts.  

Okay?   Next   question.   You   know,   Grastin   vs.   RM.   In   my   practice,   that's   a   great   question,  

in   my   practice   I   like   to   use   --   I   like   to   combine   treatment.   So   if   I'm   doing   let's   say   the  

back   on   somebody   they   have   an   upper   cross   syndrome,   they   need   their   upper   back  

worked   on,   blah-blah-blah,   I   usually   like   to   begin   with   the   hyper   volt,   I   call   it   combing  

through   the   myofascia.   

 

I   like   to   use   the   percussion   gun   it   feels   good,   kind   of   cool,   they   get   to   relax.   First  

obviously   I   assess   the   tissue.   Once   I   assess   the   tissue   and   feel   I   know   what   strategy   I'm  

going   to   do   I   comb   through   the   tissue   with   the   mechanical   gun,   then   I   go   through   with  

the   ISTM   tool   right   after   that   and   I   kind   of   comb   through   and   work   my   whatever   strokes  

that   I   need.   Then   I'll   get   into   my   strategies,   you   know,   if   it's   ART,   if   it's   just   standard  

myofascial   release,   if   it's,   you   know,   strain/counter   strain,   straight   trigger   point,   I'll   get  

into   my   manual   stuff.   

 

So   I   like   to   vary   my   treatments   throughout   plus   I   think   that   there's   kind   of   like   a   cool  

factor   if   you   think   about   it,   okay,   there's   kind   of   like   a   cool   factor   when   it   comes   to   that.  

Just   some   thoughts   from   that,   and   I   find   that   that   works.   Next,   is   there   a   link   to   the  

company   that   puts   out   the   videos?   Yes.   If   you   send   me   an   email,   it's   on   YouTube,  

they're   public.   I   will   get   that   to   you.   Okay?   So   it   says   a   little   confusing,   if   you   want  

relaxation   which   seems   greater   than   two   minutes   but   for   activation,   less.   I   agree.  

There's   still   some   overlap   on   when   the   mechanoreceptors   and   the   nociceptors   turn   on  

and   off.   They're   pointing   to   the   two-minute   cutoff.   It's   still   theoretical.   So   if   I   say   roll   five  

seconds,   ten   seconds,   it's   going   to   effect   it,   your   rolling   time   is   going   to   be  

patient-dependent.   If   you're   working   on   somebody   who's   in   pain   it's   a   different   subject.  
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So   the   research   is   very   limited   because   it's   healthy.   But   at   least   we   have   something   to  

start   with.   So   I   think   it's   up   to   us   as   the   clinician   to   say   okay   I   can   accept   the   research  

on   healthy.   Now   I'm   going   to   translate   it   to   my   patient   population.   But   if   you're   having   a  

patient   who   has   acute   pain   or   they   have   a   low   sensitivity   to   pain,   regardless   of   what   you  

do,   you're   not   going   to   see   the   effects,   right?   So   that's   why   I   recommend   to   start   with   a  

soft   roller,   use   the   NRS   and   progress   them   accordingly.   Again   a   little   bit   more   of   a  

challenge.   I   wish   I   had   those   answers.   Great   question.   Thank   you.   With   movement   in  

bands   so   do   you   think   the   circulation   problems   can   still   be   there?   I'm   not   sure   yet.   I've  

had   people   come   to   me   anecdotally   and   say   I   put   the   flossing   band   too   tight,   and   I   felt  

numbness   or   I   felt   my   foot   get   blue   or   whatever,   all   these   subjective   things   so   we're  

going   to   find   out   more   answers   but   we   want   to   be   more   scientific   for   that.   Just   some  

thoughts   there.   Ingrid   has   a   question.   

 

Can   you   do   the   flossing   first   non-weightbearing   open   kinetic   chain   and   then   later   --   yes.  

There   is   no   --   Ingrid   there   is   no   --   we   don't   know   anything,   honestly   so   you   can   use   any  

strategies   you   want.   But   think   about   this,   though.   Use   the   flossing   band   as   a   prep  

before   your   manual   stuff.   Try   it.   I   don't   know.   Honestly,   guys,   this   is   cool   stuff,   it's   fun.   At  

least   we're   looking   at   things   we   already   have.   

 

Everyone   has   a   Thera-Band.   Try   it,   have   some   fun   with   it,   create   fun   with   your   patients.  

Try   it   on   yourself   first.   If   you're   doing   a   leg   day   at   home,   foam-roll   in   between   sets,   see  

how   it   feels.   I   feel   a   difference.   You   know,   just   some   thoughts.   So   thank   you,   Ingrid.  

Email   me   if   you   have   any   more   questions.   Kyle,   a   question.   How   much   weight   should  

we   place   on   patient's   pain   perception   for   depth   of   soft   tissue   technique.   How   aggressive  

should   we   be?   That's   a   great   question.   I   personally   don't   know.   It   depends   on   the  

patient.   If   I   get   a   scaredy-cat   who   comes   in,   someone   who's   had   a   major   trauma   I   think  

that's   going   to   be   really,   really,   you   know,   kind   of   a   challenge,   and   I   think   that   that's  

going   to   be   our   last   question   that   we're   going   to   take   today.   But   I   think   using   pain   is   a  

guide   --   as   a   guide   is   going   to   be   most   important   because   it's   client-specific,   and   it   may  
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change,   right?   It   may   change   with   the   phase   of   rehabilitation.   So   I   think   we   just   have   to  

be   patient   and   try   to   apply   this   but   then   again   everyone   who's   here,   these   are   just   ideas  

I'm   sharing   with   you   guys.   And   I   hope   that   all   you   guys   have   enjoyed   the   lecture   today  

and   that   you'll   take   this   information   and   apply   it   to   your   own   practice,   try   it,   have   fun.  

We're   all   cooped   up   at   home   so   I   think   it'll   be   great   from   there.   Again   I   think   it's   really  

fun   from   there.   And   what   we'll   do   is,   is   that,   you   know,   we   are   going   to   be   done   for  

today,   and   if   some   of   you   guys   had   some   other   questions   I'm   going   to   have   you   guys   go  

ahead   and   please   email   me   if   you   could.   And   I   promise   I'll   get   back   to   you   as   soon   as   I  

can   if   you   have   any   specific   questions   because   I   know   we   went   a   little   bit   over   with   all  

these   questions   and   stuff   like   that.   Let   me   check   with   our   hosts.   

 

Are   we   still   allowed   --   are   we   okay   to   answer   a   few   more   questions,   Kathleen?   Okay.   I  

think   we   are.   So   why   don't   we   --   okay.   So   you   know   what   we   got   from   our   host   so   if   you  

guys   are   still   hanging   on,   let's   answer   a   couple   of   our   last   questions.   Regarding   RM   and  

TENS   what   do   they   do   and   what   were   the   findings.   Anton   if   you   want   to   email   me   I   have  

that   on   full   text.   It's   cool.   Just   for   sake   of   time   we   can   get   into   that   a   little   more   if   you  

want   to   do   it   on   a   side   note.   Brian   said   can   you   clarify   more   what   is   meant   by  

sequencing.   I   guess   what   we're   saying   is   that   --   Brian   when   I   talk   about   sequencing,   it  

depends   on   what   patient   you're   using.   If   you're   in   a   traditional   clinic   should   you   roll   out  

first   before   you   do   your   manual   therapy?   

 

You   know   should   you   do   the   hot   pack   to   get   them   to   relax,   you   know,   all   the   traditional  

stuff.   I   think   for   yourself   it's   important   to   look   at   where   the   myofascial   intervention   fits.  

Most   of   the   time   people   stick   it   to   the   end   and   they   use   it   at   the   very   end   of   their  

treatment   or   as   a   prep   exactly   with   what   you   wrote.   So   I   want   everybody   who   is  

attending   this   series   to   look   a   little   bit   deeper   and   say,   hey,   you   know,   why   should   it   --  

where   could   I   best   get   the   mechanical   and   neurophysiological   effect.   As   you   see   how   I  

combine   with   my   post-op   I   did   the   vibrating   roller   with   the   flossing   band   because   she  

liked   it.   She   thought   it   was   cool,   she   used   them   before.   So   I   integrated   that   into   her  
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program,   and   I   did   that   before   I   did   deep   tissue   on   her,   okay?   So   again   it   helped   to   kind  

of   relax   her   and   made   it   kind   of   fun   a   little   bit.   Again   I   encourage   you   to   try   it   but   if   you  

need   clarifications   send   me   an   email.   Karen   asked   why   is   it   called   flossing.   I   have   no  

idea.   T.   exactly.   There   is   a   nomenclature   issue.   So   that's   why   we   call   it   flossing   bands,  

and   also,   too,   my   wife's   in   dentistry,   right,   Karen?   Dude,   I   told   my   wife   about   flossing.  

She's   like   dental?   No,   no,   no.   Actually   I   like   the   name   voodoo   floss   it's   kind   of   cool,  

right?   I   don't   know.   Yes   we're   getting   into   name   games   again   like   rolling   and   all   that  

stuff.   Yeah,   thanks   for   asking.   It's   just   how   they   called   it.   Gina   asked   what's   your  

preference   in   formal   length?   I   love   the   small   ones.   They   make   the   small   tiny   ones,   I   like  

a   moderate   small   roller,   if   I   can   get   them   to   stimulate   and   activate   the   tissue   once   a   day  

I'm   happy.   Laura   says   I   saw   the   connective   tissue   disease,   Marfan.   I'm   an   ET.   I   have  

been   foam   rolling.   

 

Yes.   I   think   I   am   100%   correct   with   you.   I   think   that   the   connective   tissue   disorders,   it  

should   be   kind   of   both   a   precaution   and   a   contraindication,   Laura,   and   God   bless   you  

for   hanging   in   there   and   doing   it   for   yourself.   I   totally   support   you   and   understand   it.   I  

think   that   those   are   just   kind   of   general   CYA   stuff   that   they   put   in   the   literature.   Again   I  

took   all   those   not   from   my   personal   opinion   but   from   all   the   different   research.   So   again,  

general,   general   guidelines   just   to   protect   us.   But   you   --   you   need   to   decide   as   a  

clinician   like   you   did   what   is   safe   and   what   is   not   safe.   So   again,   have   I   used   this   on  

people   who   have   quote   unquote   contraindications?   Sure   I   have.   But   enough   to   put   them  

in   danger?   

 

No.   I   treated   them   within   a   standard   of   care,   and   you   guys   know   that.   Just   some  

thoughts.   David   is   asking   a   great   question.   Would   you   utilize   NMES   with   floss   bands?  

Yes   I've   seen   that   before   clinically.   Try   it.   I   think   it's   kind   of   cool.   I   think   the   floss   bands   is  

infusing   the   proprioception.   It   would   be   cool   to   try   it.   If   it   works   out   let's   do   a   study  

together.   It's   fun.   Debra   asks   are   there   studies,   recommendations   for   use   of   rollers   in  

children   and   adolescents?   Unfortunately   not.   We   tried   to   get   the   college   population,   that  
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was   our   sample   of   convenience   but   younger   children   and   older   have   not   been   studied  

but   need   to   be.   One   more   reason   to   do   a   feasibility   study   to   look   at   that.   Right?   Great  

question.   Again,   proceed   with   caution,   obviously.   And   then   our   next   question   is  

Penagoda.   Can   we   use   a   foam   roller   for   the   QL,   and   is   there   fear   of   damaging   the  

kidneys   and   stuff?   Well   that's   a   great   question,   and   yes   and   no.   That's   the   fear   of   using  

the   guns,   right,   the   Hypervolt   over   the   kidney   area   and   the   foam   roller   and   the   low   back.  

Again,   proceed   with   caution.   Have   I   had   people   roll   on   their   low   back?   Yeah   they're   not  

dead.   Do   I   try   to   avoid   it?   Yes.   Do   I   not   do   a   lot   of   stuff?   No.   I   prefer   to   do   manual  

therapy   over   the   QL   and   feel   it   with   my   hands   and   be   a   little   bit   safer.   I   like   to   do   a   lot   of  

indirect   release   techniques.   If   it's   lengthening   or   tensioning   the   tissue   to   release   it   I   do  

that.   So   again,   I   don't   have   a   lot   of   answer   for   that   but   again   proceed   with   caution.   Other  

questions   please   email   me.   

 

And   then   one   more   thought   or   question.   All   in   one   session   will   increase   time,   limit   to   two  

minutes   per   therapy.   I   mean   --   oh,   okay.   Yeah.   I   think   your   question's   great.   Yes.   I   kind  

of   --   you   know   you   can   kind   of   break   it   up.   So   if   you're   doing   your   manual   therapies   and  

trying   to   chart   it   appropriately   yes   you   can   break   it   up   into   time   periods   and   stuff.   But   I  

think   when   it   comes   to   the   goals   of   your   rehab   that's   when   you're   going   to   sequence   it  

properly,   right,   and   your   dosage   time   is   going   to   change   per   patient,   and   I   think   that  

that's   so   important   to   understand   if   you   can   imagine   that.   Okay?   

 

So   that's   the   best   thing   I   can   say   about   if   you   have   more   questions,   shoot   me   an   email   if  

you're   free,   and   I'll   do   my   best   to   answer   that   more   in-depth   and   give   me   a   second   to  

process   more.   For   charting   time   if   you're   trying   to   get   in   your   one   unit   of   manual   therapy  

you're   going   to   have   to   document   it   that   way.   It's   going   to   change   on   your   goals.   Are   you  

trying   to   excite   the   tissue   or   calm   it   down,   inhibit   before   you   lengthen?   Then   you   want   to  

activate,   stuff   like   that.   I   think   those   are   thoughts   from   there   and   stuff   like   that,   okay?  

Again,   we   got   through   all   the   questions,   thank   you   everybody   for   staying   around,   I  

totally   appreciate   it,   and   in   a   couple   weeks   we're   going   to   move   forward   with   segment  
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number   3   or   part   3.   We're   going   to   look   at   cupping.   Ooh,   big   one,   right?   We're   going   to  

look   at   things   like   cupping.   We're   going   to   be   looking   at   dry   needling.   We're   going   to  

take   a   look   at   the   whole   Pandora's   box   of   KT   tape,   yeah.   You   guys   know   what   I'm  

talking   about.   That   has   gotten   a   lot   of   flak   lately,   right?   We're   going   to   dig   into   those  

three   in   part   3   in   a   couple   of   weeks.   I'm   hoping   everybody   here   will   have   the   time   to  

attend,   and   we're   going   to   kind   of   finish   this   series   which   is   the   2020   update   of   the   most  

popular   myofascial   interventions.   

 

So   again   I   want   to   thank   physicaltherapy.com   and   the   team   for   allowing   me   to   speak  

and   share   my   thoughts   with   you   guys   and   some   of   my   research,   and   again   I   want   to  

thank   everybody   for   being   here   and   being   active   participants   and   taking   your   Friday.   So  

again,   thank   you   so   much.   And   please   send   me   an   email   if   you   get   a   chance.   And   I   will  

talk   to   everybody,   hopefully,   in   a   couple   of   weeks.   So   please   be   safe   and   be   healthy.  

Talk   to   you   soon,   everybody.   Thank   you.   >>   

 

Okay,   great.   That   was   wonderful.   Thank   you,   everybody,   for   logging   in   today,   and   I'm  

going   to   go   ahead   and   close   out   the   classroom,   and   we   hope   to   see   you   soon.   Thank  

you.   
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